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Testing Turnaround Time
COVID-19 Testing Turnaround Time (TAT) provides data for the past 14 days on the average time it takes for a diagnostic COVID-19
laboratory test to be reported to the state health department. Testing turnaround time data will be updated weekly on Friday mornings.
Michigan Department of Health and Human Services receives results from commercial labs, hospitals, and public health labs. However, public
health laboratories perform limited diagnostic testing and disease surveillance for infectious diseases. Total turnaround time is calculated from
the difference of the date of the collection of a sample for diagnostic testing (sample collection date) and the date that the laboratory results
are received by the state of Michigan (message reporting date) for individuals living in Michigan. The total turnaround time value is calculated
by subtracting the date and time of the specimen collection from the time of reported results and is provided in days. Transport time is
calculated by subtracting the date and time of specimen collection from the date and time that the laboratory received the specimen for
analysis and is also provided in days. One tenth of day is approximately equal to 2.5 hours.
*A map of the preparedness regions can be found here, for reference.
* Cells filled with -- could not be calculated because one or both of the values needed to calculate the turnaround time were not valid or not
reported.
* Turnaround time metrics have been calculated based on specimen collection dates and the date test results have been received by
MDHHS.
*Test results may be available to patients and/or providers sooner than the date they are received at MDHHS.
* Factors that may impact turnaround times:      
* Method of reporting by labs (i.e., electronic reporting versus manual data files)
* Reporting specifications used by labs (i.e., standard versus non-standard reporting templates)
* MDHHS capacity processing time during extreme volume report days; this can result in some lag between submission and receipt.
*Garcia laboratory values for the past 14 calendar days are inaccurate, and as a result, are falsely driving up state and commercial TAT
values. As a result, Garcia lab values are omitted from this report, however the state is working to quickly resolve this issue.
 
Estimated Turnaround Times for COVID-19 Diagnostic Testing Results Received at MDHHS During Last 14 Calendar Days (through
03/17/2021)




Commercial            302,775                       0.53 1.74
Hospital            165,892                       0.19 0.86
Public Health                 6,582                       0.17 5.35
SNF                 4,824                       0.00 2.59
State Total            480,073                       0.39 1.48
 
Estimated Turnaround Times for COVID-19 Diagnostic Testing Results Received at MDHHS During Last 14 Calendar Days (through
03/17/2021)







Curative DC                49,461 1.18 1.44
LynxDX                48,958 0.00 1.99
SPECTRUM HEALTH ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY LAB                20,309 0.46 0.85
Northwest Labs                19,653 -- 0.83
Orchard Laboratories                16,778 0.48 1.06
HELIXMDX                16,558 -- 0.44
BioReference Laboratories                14,071 -- 2.29
Sparrow Main                13,752 0.25 0.72
QUEST WOOD DALE                13,502 1.02 1.70
GENEMARKERS LABORATORY                12,111 0.39 0.77
NXGEN                11,187 -- 1.50
HONU-DASCENA LAB                10,737 1.20 1.61
U of M                10,177 0.22 0.64
Henry Ford Hospital Dept. of Pathology                   9,689 0.05 0.37
BIOTECH CLINICAL LAB INC                   8,998 0.00 1.81
GREAT LAKES MEDICAL LABORATORY - Farmington Hills MI                   8,572 0.00 2.12
Aegis Sciences Nashville TN                   8,367 0.00 2.77
VIBRA HEALTH LABORATORY                   8,290 0.00 2.89
LABCORP                   7,316 -- 1.92
Helix CA                   6,950 1.15 2.17
Frances Warde Medical Laboratory                   6,659 1.07 0.99
ARTIC DX MEDICAL LABORATORIES - Grand Rapids MI                   6,251 0.00 3.10
Bronson Methodist Hospital                   5,443 0.13 0.53
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VHS University Laboratories                   4,459 0.04 0.26
Saint Joseph Mercy Hospital                   4,418 0.44 0.70
Ascension Michigan Lab Services                   3,999 0.00 1.50
STS Lab 2 LLC                   3,809 1.36 1.71
DETROIT HD                   3,772 -- 9.59
Trident Laboratories                   3,629 0.00 2.37
BEAUMONT LABORATORY, ROYAL OAK-  ANATOMIC PATHOLOGY                   3,623 0.54 0.75
Memorial Healthcare                   3,596 0.50 1.12
Covenant Health Care Houghton                   3,515 0.07 0.73
Beaumont Hospital Royal Oak                   3,400 0.03 0.19
SPECTRUM HEALTH REGIONAL LABORATORY                   3,310 0.26 0.30
Garcia Laboratory                   3,247 0.62 1.25
Genet Worx, Glenn Allen Va.                   3,232 -- 2.81
Solaris Diagnostics                   3,201 0.00 2.53
RHB Laboratories, Inc.                   3,177 0.00 2.06
Saint Marys Mercy Health Care - GR                   3,131 0.13 0.96
Beaumont Hospital Dearborn                   3,078 0.41 0.89
Lakeland Medical Center, St Joseph                   2,941 0.03 0.76
Henry Ford Allegiance Hospital Laboratory                   2,929 0.02 0.29
McLaren Central Medical Laboratory                   2,799 0.86 1.27
MidMichigan Health                   2,384 -- 1.56
MetroHealthLab                   2,234 0.19 0.92
Saint Joseph Mercy Oakland                   2,227 0.16 0.59
Ascension Borgess Hospital                   1,965 0.10 0.75
Rapid Bio                   1,902 0.00 0.99
Saint Mary Mercy Hospital                   1,885 0.04 0.43
LAN                   1,666 0.21 1.82
MGHS                   1,578 0.38 0.57
Henry Ford Wyandotte Hospital Laboratory                   1,502 0.00 0.04
St. John Macomb-Oakland Hospital, Warren                   1,454 0.00 1.14
St Mary.s Saginaw                   1,424 0.04 0.90
Munson Medical Center                   1,348 0.00 1.06
Holland Hospital                   1,301 0.00 1.00
Hurley Medical Center                   1,297 0.16 0.27
Saint Joseph Mercy Livingston Hospital                   1,261 0.08 0.69
Surgeons Choice Medical Center                   1,222 0.00 4.84
Providence Hospital                   1,156 0.23 1.53
VIKOR SCIENTIFIC                   1,113 0.00 4.13
Mercy Health Partners Muskegon                   1,108 0.07 0.50
Henry Ford Macomb Hospital                   1,032 0.10 0.17
CATALYST DIAGNOSTIC EAST LANSING                      997 -- 1.37
Providence Park Hospital                      980 0.27 1.46
St. Joseph Mercy Chelsea                      974 0.00 0.77
Monroe Hospital                      960 0.02 0.03
MOLECULAR TESTING LABS                      828 0.00 3.68
Hickman Hospital                      818 0.11 0.13
Genesys                      809 0.03 0.42
SELECT LABORATORY PARTNERS                      792 0.00 4.22
Tempus Labs                      784 1.00 1.99
ACCESS DX LABORATORY                      781 0.00 5.10
Henry Ford West Bloomfield Hospital Laboratory                      753 0.02 0.13
CVS                      726 0.00 2.01
Bronson Battle Creek Hospital                      685 0.02 0.37
OSF Saint Francis Hospital                      679 0.60 0.75
Port Huron                      673 0.01 0.01
QUEST WEST HILLS                      663 1.41 2.90
Michigan Tech                      653 0.00 3.17
BEAUMONT LABORATORY, TROY                      629 0.00 0.01
Olin Health Center Laboratory MSU                      628 0.00 2.62
Diatherix Eurofins                      623 0.08 3.76
Marlette Regional Hospital ER                      621 0.14 2.92
Toledo Hospital                      605 0.08 0.12
McLaren Northern Michigan                      599 0.05 1.59
Clinical Reference Laboratory - Lenexa Ks                      598 0.00 5.15
Heritage Labs, Inc                      593 0.00 3.04
MRM                      589 0.01 0.03
St John Macomb-Oakland Hospital, Madison Heights                      582 0.00 1.10
ProMedica Coldwater Regional Hospital                      574 0.10 0.18
IRM                      572 0.00 0.03
Connect DX LABS - Mishiwaka, IN                      561 0.00 3.57
Mclaren Bay Region                      549 0.00 0.02
Munson Healthcare Otsego Memorial Hospital                      529 0.01 1.13
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OAKLAWN HOSPITAL                      528 0.00 2.13
MAYO CLINIC DEPT. OF LAB MED AND PATHOLOGY                      523 -- 1.60
MidMichigan Medical Center-Midland                      519 -- 0.63
SPORTS DRUG TESTING LABORATORY                      506 0.02 1.02
OAK                      501 0.38 0.88
MidMichigan Medical Center-Clare                      490 -- 1.44
Genus 3  - Spring Tx                      478 0.00 2.90
SPECTRUM HEALTH BLODGETT CAMPUS                      461 0.00 0.00
BEAUMONT LABORATORY, FARMINGTON HILLS                      458 0.01 0.03
Beaumont Hospital Trenton                      450 0.04 0.83
MidMichigan Medical Center-Gratiot                      447 -- 1.23
LABORATORY SPECIALISTS OF MICHIGAN                      444 0.00 1.56
MCR                      442 0.00 0.02
OLIVE BIOSCIENCES INC - OAKLAND                      427 0.00 2.34
Detroit  Mi Vamc                      411 0.00 1.42
BRIDGE DIAGNOSTICS                      396 0.00 2.67
McLaren CareNow                      394 0.00 1.26
AFC URGENT CARE                      377 0.00 2.24
BELLIN HOSPITAL                      373 0.09 0.95
Beaumont Hospital Taylor                      353 0.01 0.45
Beaumont Hospital Wayne                      332 0.11 0.60
Garden City Hospital                      328 -- 0.12
MidMichigan Medical Center-Gladwin                      327 -- 1.47
e True North                      313 0.05 2.05
Mercy Hospital Grayling                      306 0.00 1.31
Mercy Hospital Cadillac                      294 0.00 0.85
Forest Health Medical Center                      294 0.00 7.06
Ann Arbor Va Medical                      294 0.00 1.43
LRH                      288 0.00 0.03
VAULT HEALTH LABS - Piscataway, NJ                      285 0.00 3.13
BELL HOSPITAL                      284 0.00 0.90
NOCH                      281 0.01 1.17
Michigan Institute Of Urology  Pc                      280 0.00 2.53
SPECTRUM HEALTH ZEELAND COMMUNITY HOSPITAL                      278 0.00 0.00
St John River District Hospital                      270 0.00 1.03
Luxor Scientific - Greenville Sc                      257 0.00 4.20
SPECTRUM HEALTH UNITED HOSPITAL                      252 0.00 0.00
HDGH                      243 0.04 0.72
BEAUMONT LABORATORY, GROSSE POINTE                      239 0.00 0.00
Bronson Lakeview Hospital                      230 0.00 0.86
Oaklawn                      229 0.00 2.90
SPECTRUM HEALTH GERBER MEMORIAL                      224 0.00 0.01
SPECTRUM HEALTH BIG RAPIDS LABORATORY                      222 0.02 0.02
Exact Sciences Laboratory                      221 0.49 1.36
Sturgis Hospital                      219 0.06 0.41
Aspirus Ironwood Hospital                      215 0.00 0.86
Chippewa County War Memorial Hospital                      212 0.00 0.03
Dxterity Diagnostics                      198 1.08 17.29
SPECTRUM HEALTH PENNOCK HOSPITAL LABORATORY                      189 0.00 0.01
DICKINSON COUNTY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL                      189 0.05 0.55
SPECTRUM HEALTH LUDINGTON LABORATORY                      181 0.00 0.00
Capstone Diagnostic                      164 0.00 2.65
Aspirus Wausau Hospital                      162 1.19 1.23
South Haven Hospital                      156 0.00 0.62
Mercy Health Partners - Lakeshore Campus                      155 0.47 1.35
Kalkaska Memorial Health Center                      154 0.00 2.47
IHA URGENT CARE - BRIGHTON                      152 0.00 1.11
Fulgent Diagnostics Temple City CA                      149 0.00 6.69
SAG                      148 0.01 0.55
Vitalaxis Sparrow Healthcare Of Texas - The Woodlands Tx                      141 0.00 2.55
BIOCERNA LLC                      141 0.00 4.73
Aspirus Keweenaw Lab                      141 0.08 0.75
Aspirus Iron River Hospital                      137 0.01 0.75
Viracor                      136 0.88 1.47
ACL                      134 1.01 1.19
Pioneer Central Medical Laboratory Llc                      132 0.00 4.30
Assurance Scientific Laboratories - Vestavia AL                      130 0.00 2.75
HILLSDALE                      128 0.03 0.92
Portage Health                      126 0.02 0.88
IHA Urgent Care Canton                      122 0.00 1.98
TELOMERE Diagnostics - REDWOOD CITY CA                      120 0.00 4.03
MidMichigan Medical Center-West Branch                      120 -- 0.54
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CMH                      119 0.00 0.02
Wisconsin Misc                      118 0.03 0.49
SPECTRUM HEALTH REED CITY CAMPUS                      116 0.00 0.00
ETRUENORTH LAB                      109 0.00 8.41
MidMichigan Medical Center-Mt Pleasant                      106 -- 0.98
Aleda E. Lutz Vamc                      105 0.00 1.53
Walgreens #06830                      104 0.00 2.39
SOFTCELL L-FORM LABORATORIES, LLC                      103 0.00 3.43
POH                      102 0.00 0.00
Toledo Clinic Inc                         98 0.00 1.99
QUEST TETERBORO                         96 0.90 2.26
P4 Clinical                         94 0.00 4.65
Verily Life Sciences - South San Francisco, CA                         93 0.00 3.80
Sonichealth                         93 0.00 0.92
Paul Oliver Memorial Hospital                         91 0.00 0.95
MSHC                         88 0.33 0.33
IHA URGENT CARE SCHOOLCRAFT                         85 0.00 1.40
IHA URGENT CARE AT EMU                         77 0.00 0.83
Mercy Health Partners - Hackley Campus                         76 0.18 1.67
Boston Heart Diagnostics Framingham MA                         74 0.00 5.35
ARUP LABORATORIES                         73 -- 3.11
CLINICAL PATHOLOGY LABS INC                         71 0.00 3.10
St John Hospital at 23 Mile                         69 0.00 1.19
AKESOgen                         66 1.35 2.45
Baraga County Memorial Hospital                         63 0.00 2.86
Microgen DX Southwest Reg PCR Lab - Lubbock TX                         61 0.00 3.64
GAL                         60 0.00 0.00
Davita                         60 1.03 2.62
SPECTRUM HEALTH KELSEY HOSPITAL                         58 0.00 0.00
Rutgers Clinical Genomics Laboratory                         58 0.00 3.10
Eup                         57 0.09 1.09
LGC Labs                         54 0.83 1.56
QUEST TAMPA                         52 0.94 2.04
Community Health And Social Services (Chass)                         49 0.00 10.24
MidMichigan Medical Center-Clare, Limited Services Lab                         44 -- 1.59
Gladwin Nursing & Rehabilitation Community                         44 0.00 12.16
Aspirus Ontonagon Lab                         44 0.02 0.85
Curative Labs                         42 0.78 1.07
KAL                         37 0.00 1.43
IHA Urgent Care Lake Orion                         32 0.00 0.61
Campus Health Center                         32 0.00 6.41
Fulgent Diagnostics Laboratory                         31 0.00 6.61
Curative San Dimas                         30 0.86 1.03
QUEST ATLANTA                         27 0.85 2.19
QUEST LENEXA                         26 2.74 3.74
Impact Health, Inc.                         25 0.00 1.08
Mclaren Greater Lansing                         23 0.00 1.96
Bronson Vicksburg Laboratory                         22 0.00 0.32
QUEST DALLAS                         20 1.05 2.50
MARSHFIELD LABORATORIES                         20 -- 0.65
Devansh Lab Werks                         19 0.00 3.58
St. Vincent Hospital                         18 0.00 0.11
Mclaren Thumb Region After Hours Clinic                         18 0.00 1.11
QUEST PITTSBURGH                         17 0.88 1.71
Michigan Dept of Corrections                         17 0.00 1.29
Mclaren Northern Mitchell Park Family Medicine                         17 0.00 2.18
HNJH                         17 0.00 0.47
Iowa Misc                         14 0.08 0.85
CHILDRENS HEALTH SYS                         14 0.00 0.08
IHA LIVINGSTON PEDIATRICS                         13 -- 0.00
QUEST NEW ENGLAND                         12 1.00 1.82
VRL EUROFINS                         11 0.00 1.00
Mclaren Occupational And Convenient Care                         11 0.00 1.18
UNIVERSITY OF IOWA HOSPITAL                         10 0.00 0.10
UW Hospital and Clinics                           9 0.00 0.00
QUEST CHANTILLY                           9 1.67 3.00
IHA CHERRY HILL VILLAGE PEDIATRICS                           9 -- 0.00
Milwaukee Vamc                           7 0.00 1.14
Lake Woods Nursing And Rehabilitation Center                           7 0.00 1.00
Kroger                           7 0.29 2.29
Guardant Health                           7 0.00 1.14
Tomah Vamc                           6 0.00 1.67
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Spectrum Health Bradford Laboratory                           6 0.00 0.00
Readycare                           6 0.00 1.17
THEDACARE REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER-NEENAH                           4 0.00 0.00
Tennessee Valley Hcs                           4 0.00 1.50
Silverpath Inc., Dba KorGene                           4 0.00 4.75
QUEST SJC                           4 2.00 4.00
QUEST SEATTLE                           4 1.00 2.00
Iha Urgent Care - West Arbor                           4 0.00 3.00
Hines  Il Vamc                           4 0.00 1.25
Steel Fusion RJ LEE Group Laboratory - Monaca PA                           3 0.00 2.67
Prevea Clinics                           3 0.00 0.33
Minorthottawacarecen                           3 0.00 0.33
IHA WEST ARBOR PEDIATRICS                           3 -- 0.00
IHA ARBOR PARK PEDIATRICS                           3 -- 0.00
Caro Community Hospital                           3 0.00 1.00
WDL                           2 -- 0.00
VRL EUROFINS - DALLAS                           2 0.00 1.00
Transplant Genomics Inc                           2 0.00 1.00
STMH                           2 0.00 0.00
Opteo Laboratory, Llc                           2 0.00 1.00
Jackson County Medical Care Facility                           2 0.00 79.00
Wisconsin State Laboratory of Hygiene                           1 -- 1.00
William S. Middleton                           1 0.00 1.00
PATHNOSTICS - IRVINE CA                           1 0.00 2.00
Palo Alto Va Medical                           1 0.00 3.00
Ohsu Laboratory Services                           1 1.00 1.00
Lapeer County Medical Care Facility                           1 0.00 0.00
IHA Plymouth Pediatrics                           1 -- 0.00
Holland Home - Raybrook Manor                           1 0.00 7.00
Genotox Laboratories - Austin TX                           1 1.00 1.00
Durand Senior Care & Rehab Center                           1 0.00 4.00
Dayton                           1 0.00 1.00
Columbus Vamc                           1 0.00 3.00
Aspirus Stevens Point                           1 0.00 1.00
Aspirus Riverview Hospital                           1 0.00 1.00
Aspirus Langlade Hospital                           1 0.00 1.00
Allegan Care Center                           1 0.00 0.00
ABERDEEN REHABILITATION AND SKILLED NURSING CENTER                           1 0.00 1.00
 
Region 1 - Estimated Turnaround Times for COVID-19 Diagnostic Testing Results Received at MDHHS During Last 14 Calendar Days (through
03/17/2021)




Commercial               21,080                       0.55 1.72
Hospital               23,169                       0.18 0.72
Public Health                     122                       0.03 3.25
SNF                     570                            -  3.15
Total               44,941                       0.36 1.20
 
Region 1 - Estimated Turnaround Times for COVID-19 Diagnostic Testing Results Received at MDHHS During Last 14 Calendar Days (through
03/17/2021)







Sparrow Main                11,184 0.24 0.70
Curative DC                   3,336 1.05 1.25
LynxDX                   2,992 0.00 1.98
Henry Ford Allegiance Hospital Laboratory                   2,694 0.02 0.29
BioReference Laboratories                   2,020 -- 1.40
Frances Warde Medical Laboratory                   1,686 1.05 1.00
U of M                   1,421 0.30 0.66
Aegis Sciences Nashville TN                   1,371 0.00 2.70
Memorial Healthcare                   1,152 0.17 0.92
Saint Joseph Mercy Livingston Hospital                   1,026 0.07 0.67
BIOTECH CLINICAL LAB INC                   1,003 0.00 1.71
Orchard Laboratories                      963 1.09 1.48
Garcia Laboratory                      961 0.50 1.11
Saint Joseph Mercy Hospital                      869 0.59 0.83
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QUEST WOOD DALE                      787 1.08 1.76
Hickman Hospital                      780 0.11 0.13
HONU-DASCENA LAB                      651 1.03 1.56
NXGEN                      625 -- 1.89
Northwest Labs                      603 -- 1.16
HELIXMDX                      588 -- 0.48
St. Joseph Mercy Chelsea                      564 0.00 0.78
LABCORP                      557 -- 1.83
IRM                      536 0.00 0.03
Olin Health Center Laboratory MSU                      473 0.00 2.50
VIBRA HEALTH LABORATORY                      455 0.00 3.36
Heritage Labs, Inc                      439 0.00 3.15
GENEMARKERS LABORATORY                      416 0.72 0.94
Henry Ford Hospital Dept. of Pathology                      403 0.03 0.21
GREAT LAKES MEDICAL LABORATORY - Farmington Hills MI                      338 0.00 2.21
McLaren Central Medical Laboratory                      321 0.55 1.17
MidMichigan Medical Center-Gratiot                      316 -- 1.23
Helix CA                      251 1.30 2.31
Genet Worx, Glenn Allen Va.                      222 -- 2.98
Genus 3  - Spring Tx                      176 0.00 2.65
Toledo Hospital                      129 0.10 0.15
SPECTRUM HEALTH ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY LAB                      125 0.23 0.77
HILLSDALE                      124 0.03 0.90
Ascension Michigan Lab Services                      122 0.00 1.84
IHA URGENT CARE - BRIGHTON                      120 0.00 1.18
Providence Park Hospital                      105 0.27 1.19
Solaris Diagnostics                         94 0.00 2.77
RHB Laboratories, Inc.                         85 0.00 1.86
QUEST WEST HILLS                         71 1.30 2.70
ProMedica Coldwater Regional Hospital                         67 0.05 0.17
Bronson Methodist Hospital                         66 0.21 0.64
Vitalaxis Sparrow Healthcare Of Texas - The Woodlands Tx                         65 0.00 2.63
OAKLAWN HOSPITAL                         64 0.00 2.03
Forest Health Medical Center                         63 0.00 7.05
Trident Laboratories                         62 0.00 1.32
STS Lab 2 LLC                         57 1.23 1.74
Ann Arbor Va Medical                         57 0.00 1.39
CVS                         53 0.00 2.04
P4 Clinical                         48 0.00 6.67
CATALYST DIAGNOSTIC EAST LANSING                         47 -- 1.17
ARTIC DX MEDICAL LABORATORIES - Grand Rapids MI                         46 0.00 3.52
VHS University Laboratories                         44 0.02 0.43
Covenant Health Care Houghton                         44 0.05 0.95
Clinical Reference Laboratory - Lenexa Ks                         39 0.00 6.28
Hurley Medical Center                         37 0.06 0.22
SPECTRUM HEALTH REGIONAL LABORATORY                         36 0.16 0.16
VAULT HEALTH LABS - Piscataway, NJ                         35 0.00 2.94
Oaklawn                         34 0.00 1.29
Bronson Battle Creek Hospital                         34 0.00 0.27
Ascension Borgess Hospital                         33 0.03 0.40
MidMichigan Health                         30 -- 1.60
DETROIT HD                         30 -- 11.41
Saint Mary Mercy Hospital                         28 0.04 0.54
Rapid Bio                         28 0.00 1.11
VIKOR SCIENTIFIC                         27 0.00 5.70
LAN                         27 0.00 1.00
Beaumont Hospital Royal Oak                         26 0.04 0.24
Genesys                         23 0.00 0.24
St Mary.s Saginaw                         21 0.05 0.38
Mclaren Greater Lansing                         21 0.00 1.95
IHA Urgent Care Canton                         20 0.00 1.85
Toledo Clinic Inc                         19 0.00 2.16
MidMichigan Medical Center-Midland                         19 -- 1.00
BEAUMONT LABORATORY, ROYAL OAK-  ANATOMIC PATHOLOGY                         18 0.78 0.83
AFC URGENT CARE                         18 0.00 1.72
SELECT LABORATORY PARTNERS                         17 0.00 10.94
Saint Marys Mercy Health Care - GR                         17 0.13 1.00
Providence Hospital                         17 0.18 1.59
MRM                         16 0.00 0.07
ACCESS DX LABORATORY                         16 0.00 4.56
Tempus Labs                         15 1.00 2.00
MAYO CLINIC DEPT. OF LAB MED AND PATHOLOGY                         15 -- 0.93
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MetroHealthLab                         14 0.00 0.50
Henry Ford West Bloomfield Hospital Laboratory                         14 0.00 0.14
Saint Joseph Mercy Oakland                         12 0.09 0.45
IHA LIVINGSTON PEDIATRICS                         11 -- 0.00
Assurance Scientific Laboratories - Vestavia AL                         11 0.00 2.88
SPORTS DRUG TESTING LABORATORY                           8 0.00 1.00
Rutgers Clinical Genomics Laboratory                           8 0.00 3.25
Monroe Hospital                           8 0.13 0.13
Diatherix Eurofins                           8 0.00 3.88
SPECTRUM HEALTH PENNOCK HOSPITAL LABORATORY                           6 0.00 0.00
Sonichealth                           6 0.00 1.00
Connect DX LABS - Mishiwaka, IN                           6 0.00 2.83
AKESOgen                           6 1.33 2.50
SPECTRUM HEALTH BLODGETT CAMPUS                           5 0.00 0.00
OAK                           5 0.75 1.40
McLaren CareNow                           5 0.00 1.20
Lakeland Medical Center, St Joseph                           5 0.00 0.60
ETRUENORTH LAB                           5 0.00 15.60
Boston Heart Diagnostics Framingham MA                           5 0.00 6.20
SPECTRUM HEALTH UNITED HOSPITAL                           4 0.00 0.00
QUEST TETERBORO                           4 1.00 2.33
Port Huron                           4 0.00 0.00
Mclaren Bay Region                           4 0.00 0.00
Iowa Misc                           4 0.33 1.00
Holland Hospital                           4 0.00 1.50
Garden City Hospital                           4 -- 0.33
Detroit  Mi Vamc                           4 0.00 1.50
Curative Labs                           4 1.75 2.00
BIOCERNA LLC                           4 0.00 5.25
Walgreens #06830                           3 0.00 2.00
Viracor                           3 1.00 1.33
Surgeons Choice Medical Center                           3 0.00 5.33
QUEST TAMPA                           3 1.00 2.00
Munson Medical Center                           3 0.00 1.33
MidMichigan Medical Center-Clare                           3 -- 1.00
Michigan Tech                           3 0.00 3.33
Mercy Health Partners Muskegon                           3 0.33 0.67
McLaren Northern Michigan                           3 0.00 1.33
Henry Ford Macomb Hospital                           3 0.00 0.00
ARUP LABORATORIES                           3 -- 2.33
Tennessee Valley Hcs                           2 0.00 1.00
St. John Macomb-Oakland Hospital, Warren                           2 0.00 0.50
QUEST NEW ENGLAND                           2 1.00 1.50
QUEST ATLANTA                           2 1.00 2.00
POH                           2 0.00 0.00
MidMichigan Medical Center-West Branch                           2 -- 0.00
MidMichigan Medical Center-Mt Pleasant                           2 -- 1.00
Mercy Hospital Cadillac                           2 0.00 1.00
LGC Labs                           2 1.00 2.00
Iha Urgent Care - West Arbor                           2 0.00 3.00
Fulgent Diagnostics Laboratory                           2 0.00 7.00
Exact Sciences Laboratory                           2 0.00 2.00
Davita                           2 1.00 2.00
CMH                           2 0.00 0.00
Chippewa County War Memorial Hospital                           2 0.00 0.00
Beaumont Hospital Dearborn                           2 0.50 0.50
Aleda E. Lutz Vamc                           2 0.00 1.00
Wisconsin Misc                           1 0.00 0.00
Verily Life Sciences - South San Francisco, CA                           1 0.00 5.00
Sturgis Hospital                           1 0.00 0.00
St John Macomb-Oakland Hospital, Madison Heights                           1 0.00 1.00
SOFTCELL L-FORM LABORATORIES, LLC                           1 0.00 5.00
QUEST PITTSBURGH                           1 1.00 2.00
QUEST LENEXA                           1 1.00 2.00
QUEST DALLAS                           1 1.00 2.00
QUEST CHANTILLY                           1 2.00 3.00
Prevea Clinics                           1 0.00 1.00
Pioneer Central Medical Laboratory Llc                           1 0.00 2.00
OSF Saint Francis Hospital                           1 2.00 3.00
Microgen DX Southwest Reg PCR Lab - Lubbock TX                           1 0.00 3.00
Michigan Institute Of Urology  Pc                           1 0.00 1.00
Mercy Health Partners - Lakeshore Campus                           1 -- 0.00
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Luxor Scientific - Greenville Sc                           1 0.00 6.00
LABORATORY SPECIALISTS OF MICHIGAN                           1 0.00 0.00
KAL                           1 0.00 1.00
Jackson County Medical Care Facility                           1 0.00 88.00
IHA URGENT CARE AT EMU                           1 -- 0.00
Henry Ford Wyandotte Hospital Laboratory                           1 0.00 0.00
HDGH                           1 0.00 3.00
Fulgent Diagnostics Temple City CA                           1 0.00 5.00
Dxterity Diagnostics                           1 1.00 1.00
Durand Senior Care & Rehab Center                           1 0.00 4.00
Curative San Dimas                           1 0.00 0.00
Capstone Diagnostic                           1 0.00 2.00
Campus Health Center                           1 0.00 3.00
Bronson Lakeview Hospital                           1 0.00 0.00
BEAUMONT LABORATORY, TROY                           1 0.00 0.00
BEAUMONT LABORATORY, FARMINGTON HILLS                           1 0.00 0.00
Beaumont Hospital Wayne                           1 0.00 1.00
Beaumont Hospital Trenton                           1 0.00 0.00
 
Region 2N - Estimated Turnaround Times for COVID-19 Diagnostic Testing Results Received at MDHHS During Last 14 Calendar Days
(through 03/17/2021)




Commercial               56,749                       0.47 1.69
Hospital               25,823                       0.13 0.95
Public Health                 1,224                       0.21 4.44
SNF                     399                            -  2.51
Total               84,195                       0.33 1.48
 
Region 2N - Estimated Turnaround Times for COVID-19 Diagnostic Testing Results Received at MDHHS During Last 14 Calendar Days
(through 03/17/2021)







Northwest Labs                   9,739 -- 0.76
HELIXMDX                   6,948 -- 0.27
Orchard Laboratories                   6,311 0.47 0.94
QUEST WOOD DALE                   4,196 1.01 1.73
LynxDX                   3,892 0.00 2.04
Henry Ford Hospital Dept. of Pathology                   3,705 0.04 0.43
Helix CA                   3,122 1.10 2.12
GREAT LAKES MEDICAL LABORATORY - Farmington Hills MI                   2,895 0.00 2.10
BEAUMONT LABORATORY, ROYAL OAK-  ANATOMIC PATHOLOGY                   2,566 0.49 0.70
Beaumont Hospital Royal Oak                   2,549 0.03 0.19
BioReference Laboratories                   2,437 -- 2.27
BIOTECH CLINICAL LAB INC                   2,171 0.00 1.74
VIBRA HEALTH LABORATORY                   1,978 0.00 2.79
Saint Joseph Mercy Oakland                   1,966 0.16 0.59
Aegis Sciences Nashville TN                   1,893 0.00 2.78
Ascension Michigan Lab Services                   1,729 0.00 1.35
RHB Laboratories, Inc.                   1,724 0.00 2.06
Frances Warde Medical Laboratory                   1,425 1.02 0.95
LABCORP                   1,353 -- 1.84
St. John Macomb-Oakland Hospital, Warren                   1,212 0.00 1.12
VHS University Laboratories                   1,057 0.03 0.31
Genet Worx, Glenn Allen Va.                   1,025 -- 3.21
U of M                   1,002 0.31 0.74
Henry Ford Macomb Hospital                      951 0.09 0.15
STS Lab 2 LLC                      948 1.54 1.88
HONU-DASCENA LAB                      858 1.20 1.55
McLaren Central Medical Laboratory                      757 0.74 1.19
Surgeons Choice Medical Center                      746 0.00 4.49
Curative DC                      648 1.07 1.30
BEAUMONT LABORATORY, TROY                      586 0.00 0.00
DETROIT HD                      569 -- 9.35
Port Huron                      558 0.00 0.01
Providence Park Hospital                      543 0.25 1.59
SELECT LABORATORY PARTNERS                      541 0.00 4.19
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Henry Ford West Bloomfield Hospital Laboratory                      525 0.02 0.12
Providence Hospital                      508 0.21 1.44
NXGEN                      497 -- 2.75
GENEMARKERS LABORATORY                      497 0.87 1.01
St John Macomb-Oakland Hospital, Madison Heights                      435 0.00 1.11
ARTIC DX MEDICAL LABORATORIES - Grand Rapids MI                      414 0.00 3.18
MCR                      405 0.00 0.02
ACCESS DX LABORATORY                      338 0.00 5.30
LAN                      319 0.17 2.04
OAK                      290 0.37 1.05
CATALYST DIAGNOSTIC EAST LANSING                      280 -- 1.35
Diatherix Eurofins                      262 0.00 3.69
St John River District Hospital                      261 0.00 1.03
Michigan Institute Of Urology  Pc                      240 0.00 2.51
QUEST WEST HILLS                      230 1.40 2.85
Saint Joseph Mercy Hospital                      212 0.53 0.87
Rapid Bio                      193 0.00 0.78
Clinical Reference Laboratory - Lenexa Ks                      189 0.00 4.75
SPORTS DRUG TESTING LABORATORY                      186 0.01 1.01
Saint Mary Mercy Hospital                      170 0.08 0.56
Memorial Healthcare                      161 0.86 1.45
Sparrow Main                      157 0.26 0.78
Detroit  Mi Vamc                      155 0.00 1.48
BEAUMONT LABORATORY, FARMINGTON HILLS                      149 0.01 0.04
CVS                      136 0.00 2.08
BRIDGE DIAGNOSTICS                      126 0.00 2.63
Beaumont Hospital Dearborn                      119 0.38 0.90
Saint Joseph Mercy Livingston Hospital                         97 0.13 0.81
Pioneer Central Medical Laboratory Llc                         97 0.00 4.28
POH                         90 0.00 0.00
Solaris Diagnostics                         88 0.00 2.10
BEAUMONT LABORATORY, GROSSE POINTE                         83 0.00 0.00
Genesys                         81 0.03 0.30
VAULT HEALTH LABS - Piscataway, NJ                         79 0.00 3.14
Olin Health Center Laboratory MSU                         72 0.00 3.18
SPECTRUM HEALTH ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY LAB                         67 0.31 0.81
Dxterity Diagnostics                         67 0.99 12.40
St John Hospital at 23 Mile                         64 0.00 1.19
Trident Laboratories                         47 0.00 1.64
Assurance Scientific Laboratories - Vestavia AL                         45 0.00 2.68
Verily Life Sciences - South San Francisco, CA                         43 0.00 3.86
Forest Health Medical Center                         39 0.00 7.46
Marlette Regional Hospital ER                         38 0.05 2.76
McLaren CareNow                         36 0.00 1.27
Ann Arbor Va Medical                         36 0.00 1.31
Tempus Labs                         33 1.06 2.00
IHA Urgent Care Lake Orion                         32 0.00 0.61
MAYO CLINIC DEPT. OF LAB MED AND PATHOLOGY                         30 -- 0.43
QUEST TETERBORO                         29 0.97 2.34
Boston Heart Diagnostics Framingham MA                         29 0.00 5.38
Luxor Scientific - Greenville Sc                         28 0.00 4.89
Sonichealth                         27 0.00 1.11
Genus 3  - Spring Tx                         27 0.00 4.70
OLIVE BIOSCIENCES INC - OAKLAND                         26 0.00 1.88
Walgreens #06830                         25 0.00 2.56
VIKOR SCIENTIFIC                         25 0.00 6.36
Exact Sciences Laboratory                         25 0.48 1.80
ETRUENORTH LAB                         25 0.00 6.04
AFC URGENT CARE                         24 0.00 2.71
Hurley Medical Center                         22 0.18 0.35
AKESOgen                         21 1.52 2.48
Vitalaxis Sparrow Healthcare Of Texas - The Woodlands Tx                         19 0.00 3.63
Garden City Hospital                         19 -- 0.11
Garcia Laboratory                         19 0.89 1.37
Rutgers Clinical Genomics Laboratory                         18 0.00 3.00
LGC Labs                         18 0.89 1.39
Covenant Health Care Houghton                         18 0.07 0.81
LABORATORY SPECIALISTS OF MICHIGAN                         17 0.00 1.53
IHA URGENT CARE SCHOOLCRAFT                         17 0.00 1.71
QUEST TAMPA                         16 1.00 2.00
MRM                         16 0.00 0.00
Heritage Labs, Inc                         15 0.00 2.47
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LRH                         14 0.00 0.00
St. Joseph Mercy Chelsea                         12 0.00 0.58
P4 Clinical                         12 0.00 1.75
e True North                         12 0.00 2.00
Campus Health Center                         12 0.00 7.33
BIOCERNA LLC                         12 0.00 4.67
QUEST LENEXA                         11 3.30 4.30
IHA Urgent Care Canton                         11 0.00 1.82
IHA URGENT CARE - BRIGHTON                         11 0.00 0.82
QUEST ATLANTA                         10 0.90 2.00
Henry Ford Wyandotte Hospital Laboratory                         10 0.00 0.11
Connect DX LABS - Mishiwaka, IN                           9 0.00 3.33
Saint Marys Mercy Health Care - GR                           8 0.00 0.88
Michigan Tech                           8 0.00 3.25
Impact Health, Inc.                           8 0.00 1.13
SPECTRUM HEALTH REGIONAL LABORATORY                           7 0.29 0.43
Curative San Dimas                           7 1.14 1.43
ARUP LABORATORIES                           7 -- 3.00
QUEST PITTSBURGH                           6 0.83 1.50
Munson Medical Center                           6 0.00 0.83
Davita                           6 1.00 2.50
Curative Labs                           6 0.83 0.83
Ascension Borgess Hospital                           6 0.00 0.40
MidMichigan Health                           5 -- 1.80
MetroHealthLab                           5 0.00 1.00
Mclaren Bay Region                           5 0.00 0.00
Henry Ford Allegiance Hospital Laboratory                           5 0.00 0.50
Fulgent Diagnostics Laboratory                           5 0.00 7.20
Silverpath Inc., Dba KorGene                           4 0.00 4.75
QUEST CHANTILLY                           4 1.50 3.00
Monroe Hospital                           4 0.25 0.25
MOLECULAR TESTING LABS                           4 0.00 3.75
MidMichigan Medical Center-Gladwin                           4 -- 1.50
Bronson Methodist Hospital                           4 0.00 0.25
Beaumont Hospital Wayne                           4 0.00 0.75
Beaumont Hospital Taylor                           4 0.00 0.50
Viracor                           3 2.00 2.00
QUEST NEW ENGLAND                           3 1.00 2.00
QUEST DALLAS                           3 1.00 3.00
Munson Healthcare Otsego Memorial Hospital                           3 0.00 0.50
MidMichigan Medical Center-West Branch                           3 -- 0.67
Mercy Hospital Grayling                           3 0.00 0.67
Mercy Hospital Cadillac                           3 0.00 1.00
KAL                           3 0.00 1.00
IRM                           3 0.00 0.00
HDGH                           3 0.00 1.50
Community Health And Social Services (Chass)                           3 0.00 10.33
CLINICAL PATHOLOGY LABS INC                           3 0.00 2.00
VRL EUROFINS                           2 0.00 1.00
Tomah Vamc                           2 0.00 2.00
SPECTRUM HEALTH KELSEY HOSPITAL                           2 0.00 0.00
SOFTCELL L-FORM LABORATORIES, LLC                           2 0.00 4.50
SAG                           2 0.00 0.00
Opteo Laboratory, Llc                           2 0.00 1.00
MidMichigan Medical Center-Mt Pleasant                           2 -- 1.50
Microgen DX Southwest Reg PCR Lab - Lubbock TX                           2 0.00 3.00
MGHS                           2 0.50 1.00
McLaren Northern Michigan                           2 0.50 1.50
Lakeland Medical Center, St Joseph                           2 0.00 0.50
Hickman Hospital                           2 0.00 0.00
Guardant Health                           2 0.00 1.00
Bronson Battle Creek Hospital                           2 0.00 0.00
Beaumont Hospital Trenton                           2 0.00 0.00
Aleda E. Lutz Vamc                           2 0.00 1.00
UNIVERSITY OF IOWA HOSPITAL                           1 0.00 0.00
Toledo Hospital                           1 0.00 0.00
Steel Fusion RJ LEE Group Laboratory - Monaca PA                           1 0.00 3.00
St Mary.s Saginaw                           1 0.00 0.00
QUEST SJC                           1 5.00 7.00
Prevea Clinics                           1 0.00 0.00
PATHNOSTICS - IRVINE CA                           1 0.00 2.00
MidMichigan Medical Center-Midland                           1 -- 1.00
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Mercy Health Partners Muskegon                           1 0.00 0.00
Iowa Misc                           1 0.00 3.00
IHA LIVINGSTON PEDIATRICS                           1 -- 0.00
IHA CHERRY HILL VILLAGE PEDIATRICS                           1 -- 0.00
Holland Hospital                           1 0.00 1.00
Gladwin Nursing & Rehabilitation Community                           1 0.00 12.00
Fulgent Diagnostics Temple City CA                           1 0.00 5.00
ACL                           1 0.00 1.00
 
Region 2S - Estimated Turnaround Times for COVID-19 Diagnostic Testing Results Received at MDHHS During Last 14 Calendar Days
(through 03/17/2021)




Commercial               83,983                       0.27 1.74
Hospital               37,612                       0.17 0.89
Public Health                 3,986                       0.06 7.16
SNF                     865                            -  2.24
Total            126,446                       0.23 1.61
 
Region 2S - Estimated Turnaround Times for COVID-19 Diagnostic Testing Results Received at MDHHS During Last 14 Calendar Days
(through 03/17/2021)







LynxDX                33,052 0.00 1.93
Northwest Labs                   6,695 -- 0.81
U of M                   6,634 0.19 0.65
Orchard Laboratories                   6,101 0.33 0.98
Henry Ford Hospital Dept. of Pathology                   5,020 0.05 0.31
GREAT LAKES MEDICAL LABORATORY - Farmington Hills MI                   4,976 0.00 2.11
HELIXMDX                   4,625 -- 0.60
BioReference Laboratories                   3,506 -- 2.16
QUEST WOOD DALE                   3,498 1.03 1.77
VIBRA HEALTH LABORATORY                   3,364 0.00 2.95
Saint Joseph Mercy Hospital                   3,211 0.39 0.66
VHS University Laboratories                   3,165 0.04 0.24
Frances Warde Medical Laboratory                   3,156 1.11 1.01
DETROIT HD                   3,085 -- 9.65
Beaumont Hospital Dearborn                   2,837 0.41 0.90
Helix CA                   2,180 1.19 2.20
HONU-DASCENA LAB                   1,907 1.04 1.54
STS Lab 2 LLC                   1,779 1.26 1.70
Rapid Bio                   1,670 0.00 1.02
Saint Mary Mercy Hospital                   1,642 0.04 0.42
Memorial Healthcare                   1,542 0.76 1.18
Henry Ford Wyandotte Hospital Laboratory                   1,463 0.00 0.04
Aegis Sciences Nashville TN                   1,329 0.00 2.91
Ascension Michigan Lab Services                   1,117 0.00 1.18
Curative DC                   1,062 1.12 1.34
LABCORP                   1,003 -- 1.97
Genet Worx, Glenn Allen Va.                      954 -- 2.71
Monroe Hospital                      922 0.02 0.03
BEAUMONT LABORATORY, ROYAL OAK-  ANATOMIC PATHOLOGY                      865 0.67 0.89
GENEMARKERS LABORATORY                      818 0.45 0.54
LAN                      694 0.07 1.26
RHB Laboratories, Inc.                      676 0.00 2.19
Beaumont Hospital Royal Oak                      656 0.05 0.19
BIOTECH CLINICAL LAB INC                      652 0.00 1.56
Garcia Laboratory                      651 0.89 1.45
Providence Hospital                      606 0.24 1.62
Toledo Hospital                      471 0.07 0.11
Solaris Diagnostics                      471 0.00 2.53
CVS                      445 0.00 1.98
Beaumont Hospital Trenton                      431 0.04 0.83
LABORATORY SPECIALISTS OF MICHIGAN                      396 0.00 1.59
NXGEN                      376 -- 2.76
St. Joseph Mercy Chelsea                      371 0.00 0.76
Beaumont Hospital Taylor                      344 0.01 0.45
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Surgeons Choice Medical Center                      331 0.00 5.36
Beaumont Hospital Wayne                      320 0.11 0.60
Garden City Hospital                      299 -- 0.12
BEAUMONT LABORATORY, FARMINGTON HILLS                      294 0.01 0.02
Providence Park Hospital                      293 0.30 1.35
SPORTS DRUG TESTING LABORATORY                      256 0.00 1.00
Clinical Reference Laboratory - Lenexa Ks                      238 0.00 5.50
Detroit  Mi Vamc                      227 0.00 1.37
St. John Macomb-Oakland Hospital, Warren                      211 0.00 1.22
QUEST WEST HILLS                      207 1.58 3.16
ARTIC DX MEDICAL LABORATORIES - Grand Rapids MI                      197 0.00 4.23
Henry Ford West Bloomfield Hospital Laboratory                      179 0.05 0.17
SELECT LABORATORY PARTNERS                      177 0.00 3.84
Forest Health Medical Center                      166 0.00 7.08
MAYO CLINIC DEPT. OF LAB MED AND PATHOLOGY                      154 -- 1.45
BEAUMONT LABORATORY, GROSSE POINTE                      146 0.00 0.00
Ann Arbor Va Medical                      144 0.00 1.49
Sparrow Main                      133 0.16 0.63
St John Macomb-Oakland Hospital, Madison Heights                      128 0.00 1.09
SOFTCELL L-FORM LABORATORIES, LLC                         93 0.00 3.41
IHA Urgent Care Canton                         88 0.00 2.01
Saint Joseph Mercy Oakland                         81 0.08 0.46
Toledo Clinic Inc                         79 0.00 1.95
VAULT HEALTH LABS - Piscataway, NJ                         78 0.00 3.09
IHA URGENT CARE AT EMU                         76 0.00 0.84
Genus 3  - Spring Tx                         76 0.00 3.47
IHA URGENT CARE SCHOOLCRAFT                         67 0.00 1.34
Saint Joseph Mercy Livingston Hospital                         60 0.07 0.91
Henry Ford Allegiance Hospital Laboratory                         54 0.02 0.26
ACCESS DX LABORATORY                         54 0.00 8.61
Assurance Scientific Laboratories - Vestavia AL                         45 0.00 2.69
Verily Life Sciences - South San Francisco, CA                         43 0.00 3.74
Trident Laboratories                         40 0.00 1.53
ETRUENORTH LAB                         37 0.00 9.84
Community Health And Social Services (Chass)                         37 0.00 9.46
QUEST TETERBORO                         36 0.76 2.06
Olin Health Center Laboratory MSU                         36 0.00 2.58
Sonichealth                         35 0.00 0.97
SPECTRUM HEALTH ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY LAB                         33 0.39 1.00
Pioneer Central Medical Laboratory Llc                         30 0.00 4.40
Michigan Institute Of Urology  Pc                         27 0.00 2.78
Henry Ford Macomb Hospital                         25 0.09 0.13
Connect DX LABS - Mishiwaka, IN                         25 0.00 3.56
Curative Labs                         22 0.64 0.68
AFC URGENT CARE                         22 0.00 2.05
OAK                         20 0.33 1.20
MCR                         19 0.00 0.00
Fulgent Diagnostics Laboratory                         19 0.00 6.58
Dxterity Diagnostics                         19 1.11 29.47
P4 Clinical                         18 0.00 2.11
Hickman Hospital                         18 0.06 0.12
e True North                         18 0.00 2.00
Diatherix Eurofins                         18 0.00 4.61
CATALYST DIAGNOSTIC EAST LANSING                         18 -- 1.39
Davita                         16 1.13 2.56
Campus Health Center                         16 0.00 6.56
AKESOgen                         16 1.38 2.50
VIKOR SCIENTIFIC                         15 0.00 3.93
OLIVE BIOSCIENCES INC - OAKLAND                         15 0.00 2.00
Tempus Labs                         14 1.00 1.86
McLaren Central Medical Laboratory                         14 0.79 1.36
Impact Health, Inc.                         14 0.00 1.00
BEAUMONT LABORATORY, TROY                         14 0.00 0.00
Bronson Methodist Hospital                         13 0.08 0.42
BIOCERNA LLC                         13 0.00 5.38
Walgreens #06830                         12 0.00 2.25
Microgen DX Southwest Reg PCR Lab - Lubbock TX                         12 0.00 4.00
Curative San Dimas                         12 0.58 0.75
Michigan Tech                         11 0.00 3.45
IHA URGENT CARE - BRIGHTON                         11 0.00 0.82
Exact Sciences Laboratory                         11 0.45 1.64
Saint Marys Mercy Health Care - GR                         10 0.10 0.80
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Covenant Health Care Houghton                         10 0.00 0.50
Boston Heart Diagnostics Framingham MA                           9 0.00 4.89
MetroHealthLab                           8 0.38 1.00
IHA CHERRY HILL VILLAGE PEDIATRICS                           8 -- 0.00
Viracor                           7 1.00 1.86
QUEST TAMPA                           7 0.83 2.00
QUEST ATLANTA                           7 1.00 2.00
VRL EUROFINS                           6 0.00 1.00
St Mary.s Saginaw                           6 0.00 0.50
LGC Labs                           6 1.00 1.33
Kroger                           6 0.33 2.33
IRM                           6 0.00 0.00
CLINICAL PATHOLOGY LABS INC                           6 0.00 3.67
Rutgers Clinical Genomics Laboratory                           5 0.00 3.00
QUEST DALLAS                           5 1.00 2.40
Port Huron                           5 0.00 0.00
Heritage Labs, Inc                           5 0.00 2.00
St John Hospital at 23 Mile                           4 0.00 1.25
SPECTRUM HEALTH REGIONAL LABORATORY                           4 0.00 0.00
QUEST PITTSBURGH                           4 1.00 2.00
Munson Medical Center                           4 0.00 1.00
MGHS                           4 1.00 1.25
Mercy Health Partners Muskegon                           4 0.00 0.00
McLaren CareNow                           4 0.00 1.67
Hurley Medical Center                           4 0.25 0.25
Ascension Borgess Hospital                           4 0.75 1.50
QUEST SJC                           3 1.00 3.00
QUEST NEW ENGLAND                           3 1.00 2.00
POH                           3 0.00 0.00
OAKLAWN HOSPITAL                           3 0.00 1.67
Iowa Misc                           3 0.00 0.00
IHA WEST ARBOR PEDIATRICS                           3 -- 0.00
IHA ARBOR PARK PEDIATRICS                           3 -- 0.00
Vitalaxis Sparrow Healthcare Of Texas - The Woodlands Tx                           2 0.00 2.00
UNIVERSITY OF IOWA HOSPITAL                           2 0.00 0.00
SPECTRUM HEALTH BLODGETT CAMPUS                           2 0.00 0.00
SAG                           2 0.00 0.00
QUEST SEATTLE                           2 1.00 2.00
QUEST LENEXA                           2 1.00 2.00
Munson Healthcare Otsego Memorial Hospital                           2 0.00 2.00
MidMichigan Medical Center-Clare                           2 -- 1.00
McLaren Northern Michigan                           2 0.00 0.00
Mclaren Bay Region                           2 0.00 0.00
Iha Urgent Care - West Arbor                           2 0.00 3.00
Genesys                           2 0.00 0.50
Fulgent Diagnostics Temple City CA                           2 0.00 7.00
CMH                           2 0.00 0.00
Wisconsin Misc                           1 0.00 0.00
Tennessee Valley Hcs                           1 0.00 1.00
St John River District Hospital                           1 0.00 0.00
SPECTRUM HEALTH REED CITY CAMPUS                           1 0.00 0.00
SPECTRUM HEALTH PENNOCK HOSPITAL LABORATORY                           1 -- --
QUEST CHANTILLY                           1 2.00 3.00
ProMedica Coldwater Regional Hospital                           1 0.00 0.00
Portage Health                           1 0.00 0.00
MRM                           1 0.00 0.00
MidMichigan Medical Center-Mt Pleasant                           1 -- 0.00
MidMichigan Medical Center-Midland                           1 -- 1.00
MidMichigan Medical Center-Gratiot                           1 -- 0.00
MidMichigan Medical Center-Gladwin                           1 -- 2.00
Mercy Hospital Grayling                           1 0.00 1.00
Mercy Hospital Cadillac                           1 0.00 1.00
Lakeland Medical Center, St Joseph                           1 0.00 1.00
KAL                           1 0.00 1.00
IHA Plymouth Pediatrics                           1 -- 0.00
Holland Hospital                           1 0.00 1.00
Guardant Health                           1 0.00 2.00
Capstone Diagnostic                           1 0.00 2.00
Bronson Lakeview Hospital                           1 0.00 1.00
Bronson Battle Creek Hospital                           1 0.00 0.00
BRIDGE DIAGNOSTICS                           1 0.00 3.00
BELL HOSPITAL                           1 0.00 1.00
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ABERDEEN REHABILITATION AND SKILLED NURSING CENTER                           1 0.00 1.00
 
Region 3 - Estimated Turnaround Times for COVID-19 Diagnostic Testing Results Received at MDHHS During Last 14 Calendar Days (through
03/17/2021)




Commercial               21,410                       0.52 1.88
Hospital               15,019                       0.12 0.90
Public Health                     252                       0.06 1.48
SNF                     169                            -  3.81
Total               36,850                       0.31 1.45
 
Region 3 - Estimated Turnaround Times for COVID-19 Diagnostic Testing Results Received at MDHHS During Last 14 Calendar Days (through
03/17/2021)







Covenant Health Care Houghton                   3,371 0.07 0.72
HELIXMDX                   2,838 -- 0.43
Orchard Laboratories                   1,962 0.62 1.27
Northwest Labs                   1,780 -- 1.13
LABCORP                   1,755 -- 2.08
LynxDX                   1,692 0.00 2.20
BioReference Laboratories                   1,612 -- 2.96
QUEST WOOD DALE                   1,594 1.02 1.43
MidMichigan Health                   1,452 -- 1.67
St Mary.s Saginaw                   1,360 0.05 0.92
HONU-DASCENA LAB                   1,348 1.04 1.56
Hurley Medical Center                   1,202 0.16 0.27
Curative DC                   1,161 1.06 1.31
Ascension Michigan Lab Services                      941 0.00 2.11
Aegis Sciences Nashville TN                      699 0.00 2.59
McLaren Central Medical Laboratory                      691 0.73 1.15
Genesys                      684 0.02 0.45
NXGEN                      674 -- 1.71
CATALYST DIAGNOSTIC EAST LANSING                      627 -- 1.40
Marlette Regional Hospital ER                      580 0.15 2.94
U of M                      563 0.23 0.64
MRM                      547 0.01 0.03
Mclaren Bay Region                      505 0.00 0.02
RHB Laboratories, Inc.                      501 0.00 1.97
ARTIC DX MEDICAL LABORATORIES - Grand Rapids MI                      413 0.00 3.72
MidMichigan Medical Center-Midland                      402 -- 0.65
ACCESS DX LABORATORY                      334 0.00 4.31
VIBRA HEALTH LABORATORY                      288 0.00 2.96
BIOTECH CLINICAL LAB INC                      280 0.00 1.87
Genet Worx, Glenn Allen Va.                      267 -- 2.54
LRH                      257 0.00 0.03
BRIDGE DIAGNOSTICS                      257 0.00 2.69
MidMichigan Medical Center-Gladwin                      253 -- 1.40
Frances Warde Medical Laboratory                      243 1.09 1.05
HDGH                      235 0.04 0.70
Henry Ford Hospital Dept. of Pathology                      221 0.02 0.31
Memorial Healthcare                      217 0.17 0.90
Diatherix Eurofins                      196 0.01 3.81
GREAT LAKES MEDICAL LABORATORY - Farmington Hills MI                      184 0.00 2.38
VIKOR SCIENTIFIC                      162 0.00 4.48
Helix CA                      159 1.63 2.65
McLaren CareNow                      139 0.00 1.29
SAG                      138 0.01 0.57
Sparrow Main                      134 0.43 0.84
Port Huron                         91 0.01 0.01
Aleda E. Lutz Vamc                         84 0.00 1.51
MidMichigan Medical Center-West Branch                         83 -- 0.53
Beaumont Hospital Royal Oak                         80 0.00 0.15
SPECTRUM HEALTH ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY LAB                         74 0.89 1.30
Saint Joseph Mercy Oakland                         72 0.16 0.69
Genus 3  - Spring Tx                         68 0.00 3.59
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ARUP LABORATORIES                         60 -- 3.15
Saint Joseph Mercy Livingston Hospital                         58 0.11 0.71
BEAUMONT LABORATORY, ROYAL OAK-  ANATOMIC PATHOLOGY                         57 0.37 0.61
STS Lab 2 LLC                         54 1.39 1.61
VHS University Laboratories                         43 0.03 0.27
Connect DX LABS - Mishiwaka, IN                         42 0.00 3.62
Saint Joseph Mercy Hospital                         41 0.54 0.56
Henry Ford Macomb Hospital                         41 0.35 0.57
MidMichigan Medical Center-Clare                         36 -- 1.38
Gladwin Nursing & Rehabilitation Community                         35 0.00 11.80
LAN                         32 0.19 1.88
Vitalaxis Sparrow Healthcare Of Texas - The Woodlands Tx                         31 0.00 2.10
SELECT LABORATORY PARTNERS                         31 0.00 4.16
Mercy Hospital Grayling                         31 0.00 1.03
Luxor Scientific - Greenville Sc                         29 0.00 4.34
Ann Arbor Va Medical                         28 0.00 1.43
Solaris Diagnostics                         23 0.00 2.87
Walgreens #06830                         21 0.00 2.29
MidMichigan Medical Center-Gratiot                         20 -- 1.15
Trident Laboratories                         19 0.00 1.63
QUEST WEST HILLS                         19 1.37 2.79
Clinical Reference Laboratory - Lenexa Ks                         19 0.00 4.74
Mclaren Thumb Region After Hours Clinic                         18 0.00 1.11
MAYO CLINIC DEPT. OF LAB MED AND PATHOLOGY                         18 -- 1.28
Devansh Lab Werks                         18 0.00 3.61
CVS                         18 0.00 2.06
Surgeons Choice Medical Center                         17 0.00 4.12
OAK                         17 0.54 1.18
DETROIT HD                         17 -- 11.23
Providence Park Hospital                         16 0.44 1.31
VAULT HEALTH LABS - Piscataway, NJ                         15 0.00 2.87
Tempus Labs                         15 1.00 1.93
Munson Healthcare Otsego Memorial Hospital                         15 0.00 1.40
BEAUMONT LABORATORY, TROY                         15 0.00 0.00
Davita                         14 1.00 2.43
MidMichigan Medical Center-Mt Pleasant                         13 -- 0.92
GENEMARKERS LABORATORY                         13 0.69 1.00
Olin Health Center Laboratory MSU                         12 0.00 3.17
Boston Heart Diagnostics Framingham MA                         12 0.00 5.17
Mclaren Occupational And Convenient Care                         11 0.00 1.18
Henry Ford West Bloomfield Hospital Laboratory                         11 0.00 0.36
CMH                         11 0.00 0.00
SPORTS DRUG TESTING LABORATORY                         10 0.00 1.00
SPECTRUM HEALTH REGIONAL LABORATORY                         10 0.00 0.00
Dxterity Diagnostics                         10 1.10 34.50
Sonichealth                           9 0.00 0.78
Munson Medical Center                           9 0.00 0.67
IHA URGENT CARE - BRIGHTON                           9 0.00 1.00
Detroit  Mi Vamc                           9 0.00 1.33
Saint Mary Mercy Hospital                           8 0.00 0.43
Assurance Scientific Laboratories - Vestavia AL                           8 0.00 2.50
AFC URGENT CARE                           8 0.00 2.50
St. John Macomb-Oakland Hospital, Warren                           7 0.00 1.14
St John River District Hospital                           7 0.00 1.00
MCR                           7 0.00 0.20
McLaren Northern Michigan                           7 0.00 1.43
Exact Sciences Laboratory                           7 0.14 1.43
Curative San Dimas                           7 1.14 1.14
Verily Life Sciences - South San Francisco, CA                           6 0.00 3.50
QUEST TETERBORO                           6 1.33 2.83
QUEST LENEXA                           6 3.83 4.83
Providence Hospital                           6 0.50 1.33
Michigan Institute Of Urology  Pc                           6 0.00 2.17
Beaumont Hospital Dearborn                           6 0.67 1.00
St. Joseph Mercy Chelsea                           5 0.00 0.75
Rutgers Clinical Genomics Laboratory                           5 0.00 3.20
QUEST TAMPA                           5 1.00 2.80
POH                           5 0.00 0.00
Mclaren Northern Mitchell Park Family Medicine                           5 0.00 1.00
LGC Labs                           5 1.60 2.20
Henry Ford Wyandotte Hospital Laboratory                           5 0.00 0.00
Henry Ford Allegiance Hospital Laboratory                           5 0.00 0.20
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Forest Health Medical Center                           5 0.00 8.60
BIOCERNA LLC                           5 0.00 4.80
Saint Marys Mercy Health Care - GR                           4 0.00 0.33
Curative Labs                           4 0.00 0.00
BEAUMONT LABORATORY, FARMINGTON HILLS                           4 0.00 0.00
Rapid Bio                           3 0.00 0.67
QUEST ATLANTA                           3 0.67 2.67
Monroe Hospital                           3 0.00 0.00
Microgen DX Southwest Reg PCR Lab - Lubbock TX                           3 0.00 3.33
MetroHealthLab                           3 0.50 1.00
Caro Community Hospital                           3 0.00 1.00
Campus Health Center                           3 0.00 3.00
Beaumont Hospital Taylor                           3 0.00 0.67
Viracor                           2 1.00 1.00
St John Macomb-Oakland Hospital, Madison Heights                           2 0.00 0.50
SPECTRUM HEALTH REED CITY CAMPUS                           2 0.00 0.00
SPECTRUM HEALTH BLODGETT CAMPUS                           2 0.00 0.00
SOFTCELL L-FORM LABORATORIES, LLC                           2 0.00 2.50
OSF Saint Francis Hospital                           2 1.00 1.50
OLIVE BIOSCIENCES INC - OAKLAND                           2 0.00 1.00
MOLECULAR TESTING LABS                           2 0.00 3.50
MidMichigan Medical Center-Clare, Limited Services Lab                           2 -- 1.00
MGHS                           2 0.00 0.00
Mclaren Greater Lansing                           2 0.00 2.00
LABORATORY SPECIALISTS OF MICHIGAN                           2 0.00 0.50
IRM                           2 0.00 0.00
IHA Urgent Care Canton                           2 0.00 2.50
Guardant Health                           2 0.00 1.00
Garcia Laboratory                           2 1.00 1.00
ETRUENORTH LAB                           2 0.00 1.50
Bronson Methodist Hospital                           2 0.50 1.50
AKESOgen                           2 1.00 2.00
VRL EUROFINS - DALLAS                           1 0.00 1.00
VRL EUROFINS                           1 0.00 1.00
Toledo Hospital                           1 0.00 0.00
Steel Fusion RJ LEE Group Laboratory - Monaca PA                           1 0.00 2.00
QUEST DALLAS                           1 1.00 2.00
QUEST CHANTILLY                           1 2.00 4.00
ProMedica Coldwater Regional Hospital                           1 0.00 0.00
Portage Health                           1 0.00 0.00
Pioneer Central Medical Laboratory Llc                           1 0.00 5.00
Ohsu Laboratory Services                           1 1.00 1.00
OAKLAWN HOSPITAL                           1 0.00 2.00
Mercy Hospital Cadillac                           1 0.00 1.00
Lakeland Medical Center, St Joseph                           1 0.00 1.00
Iowa Misc                           1 0.00 0.00
IHA LIVINGSTON PEDIATRICS                           1 -- 0.00
Hickman Hospital                           1 1.00 1.00
Fulgent Diagnostics Laboratory                           1 0.00 7.00
CLINICAL PATHOLOGY LABS INC                           1 0.00 2.00
Chippewa County War Memorial Hospital                           1 0.00 0.00
Bronson Battle Creek Hospital                           1 -- --
BEAUMONT LABORATORY, GROSSE POINTE                           1 0.00 0.00
ACL                           1 1.00 1.00
 
Region 5 - Estimated Turnaround Times for COVID-19 Diagnostic Testing Results Received at MDHHS During Last 14 Calendar Days (through
03/17/2021)




Commercial               20,283                       0.33 1.48
Hospital               17,443                       0.17 0.71
Public Health                       94                       0.44 2.87
SNF                     526                            -  2.74
Total               38,346                       0.24 1.13
 
Region 5 - Estimated Turnaround Times for COVID-19 Diagnostic Testing Results Received at MDHHS During Last 14 Calendar Days (through
03/17/2021)
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GENEMARKERS LABORATORY                   7,930 0.21 0.67
Bronson Methodist Hospital                   5,296 0.13 0.53
SPECTRUM HEALTH ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY LAB                   3,001 0.46 0.85
Lakeland Medical Center, St Joseph                   2,902 0.03 0.76
NXGEN                   2,519 -- 1.20
Ascension Borgess Hospital                   1,900 0.10 0.75
LABCORP                   1,465 -- 1.75
BioReference Laboratories                      952 -- 2.76
HONU-DASCENA LAB                      906 1.02 1.43
ARTIC DX MEDICAL LABORATORIES - Grand Rapids MI                      840 0.00 3.61
QUEST WOOD DALE                      722 1.01 1.72
Bronson Battle Creek Hospital                      644 0.02 0.38
LynxDX                      502 0.00 2.01
ProMedica Coldwater Regional Hospital                      496 0.11 0.18
Sparrow Main                      494 0.38 0.79
Helix CA                      490 1.07 2.10
Solaris Diagnostics                      474 0.00 2.77
Connect DX LABS - Mishiwaka, IN                      469 0.00 3.57
OAKLAWN HOSPITAL                      456 0.00 2.15
Northwest Labs                      425 -- 0.99
Aegis Sciences Nashville TN                      367 0.00 2.81
SPECTRUM HEALTH REGIONAL LABORATORY                      345 0.59 0.64
Orchard Laboratories                      337 0.71 1.34
HELIXMDX                      294 -- 1.15
MetroHealthLab                      289 0.10 0.87
Genet Worx, Glenn Allen Va.                      278 -- 2.39
Holland Hospital                      251 0.00 0.99
Bronson Lakeview Hospital                      227 0.00 0.86
Sturgis Hospital                      201 0.07 0.39
Oaklawn                      193 0.00 3.20
Curative DC                      172 1.21 1.36
Saint Marys Mercy Health Care - GR                      170 0.10 1.08
STS Lab 2 LLC                      158 1.39 1.61
SPECTRUM HEALTH PENNOCK HOSPITAL LABORATORY                      156 0.00 0.00
South Haven Hospital                      155 0.00 0.62
U of M                      154 0.07 0.25
Luxor Scientific - Greenville Sc                      127 0.00 4.08
Genus 3  - Spring Tx                      127 0.00 2.19
TELOMERE Diagnostics - REDWOOD CITY CA                      118 0.00 4.00
MOLECULAR TESTING LABS                      116 0.00 4.05
Henry Ford Allegiance Hospital Laboratory                         95 0.01 0.31
Clinical Reference Laboratory - Lenexa Ks                         87 0.00 4.97
Trident Laboratories                         80 0.00 1.58
Dxterity Diagnostics                         72 1.11 14.07
e True North                         62 0.02 2.02
VIKOR SCIENTIFIC                         55 0.00 5.91
LAN                         48 0.81 3.60
Heritage Labs, Inc                         44 0.00 2.81
BIOTECH CLINICAL LAB INC                         37 0.00 1.97
KAL                         32 0.00 1.50
ETRUENORTH LAB                         32 0.00 2.88
SPECTRUM HEALTH ZEELAND COMMUNITY HOSPITAL                         27 0.00 0.00
AFC URGENT CARE                         25 0.00 2.20
CVS                         24 0.00 1.92
VAULT HEALTH LABS - Piscataway, NJ                         23 0.00 3.26
MAYO CLINIC DEPT. OF LAB MED AND PATHOLOGY                         23 -- 0.52
QUEST WEST HILLS                         22 1.00 2.55
Bronson Vicksburg Laboratory                         22 0.00 0.32
Vitalaxis Sparrow Healthcare Of Texas - The Woodlands Tx                         21 0.00 2.05
Henry Ford Hospital Dept. of Pathology                         21 0.10 0.25
Walgreens #06830                         18 0.00 2.50
SPORTS DRUG TESTING LABORATORY                         18 0.28 1.28
Microgen DX Southwest Reg PCR Lab - Lubbock TX                         17 0.00 4.00
ACCESS DX LABORATORY                         17 0.00 5.59
VIBRA HEALTH LABORATORY                         15 0.00 3.20
GREAT LAKES MEDICAL LABORATORY - Farmington Hills MI                         14 0.00 1.71
Tempus Labs                         13 1.00 1.85
Frances Warde Medical Laboratory                         13 1.00 1.00
SPECTRUM HEALTH BLODGETT CAMPUS                         12 0.00 0.08
BIOCERNA LLC                         11 0.00 4.45
St. Joseph Mercy Chelsea                         10 0.00 1.00
CLINICAL PATHOLOGY LABS INC                           9 0.00 2.44
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QUEST TETERBORO                           8 0.75 1.88
Forest Health Medical Center                           8 0.00 7.50
Ann Arbor Va Medical                           8 0.00 1.25
Saint Joseph Mercy Hospital                           7 0.57 0.57
Olin Health Center Laboratory MSU                           6 0.00 2.67
Munson Medical Center                           6 0.00 0.83
LGC Labs                           6 1.00 2.67
Garcia Laboratory                           6 0.50 1.00
Ascension Michigan Lab Services                           6 0.00 1.83
Munson Healthcare Otsego Memorial Hospital                           5 0.00 0.00
McLaren Central Medical Laboratory                           5 0.20 1.20
LABORATORY SPECIALISTS OF MICHIGAN                           5 0.00 2.00
DETROIT HD                           5 -- 7.80
Capstone Diagnostic                           5 0.00 3.00
Assurance Scientific Laboratories - Vestavia AL                           5 0.00 2.50
Viracor                           4 1.75 2.00
VHS University Laboratories                           4 0.00 0.00
Michigan Tech                           4 0.00 3.50
IRM                           4 0.00 0.00
Exact Sciences Laboratory                           4 0.50 2.50
Boston Heart Diagnostics Framingham MA                           4 0.00 6.25
SPECTRUM HEALTH BIG RAPIDS LABORATORY                           3 0.00 0.00
Saint Joseph Mercy Oakland                           3 0.00 0.00
Saint Joseph Mercy Livingston Hospital                           3 0.00 0.33
Rutgers Clinical Genomics Laboratory                           3 0.00 4.33
Mercy Health Partners Muskegon                           3 0.00 0.00
McLaren Northern Michigan                           3 0.33 1.67
HILLSDALE                           3 0.00 1.67
Davita                           3 1.00 3.33
Curative Labs                           3 2.50 4.67
BEAUMONT LABORATORY, ROYAL OAK-  ANATOMIC PATHOLOGY                           3 0.00 0.00
AKESOgen                           3 1.33 2.00
Surgeons Choice Medical Center                           2 0.00 6.00
St Mary.s Saginaw                           2 0.00 0.00
SPECTRUM HEALTH KELSEY HOSPITAL                           2 0.00 0.00
SPECTRUM HEALTH GERBER MEMORIAL                           2 0.00 0.00
Sonichealth                           2 0.00 0.00
Saint Mary Mercy Hospital                           2 0.00 0.50
RHB Laboratories, Inc.                           2 0.00 2.50
QUEST TAMPA                           2 1.00 2.00
Providence Park Hospital                           2 0.00 1.00
NOCH                           2 0.00 1.50
MidMichigan Medical Center-Midland                           2 -- 0.00
Marlette Regional Hospital ER                           2 0.00 2.00
Hines  Il Vamc                           2 0.00 1.50
Detroit  Mi Vamc                           2 0.00 2.00
Covenant Health Care Houghton                           2 0.00 1.00
Wisconsin Misc                           1 0.00 0.00
Toledo Hospital                           1 0.00 0.00
St. John Macomb-Oakland Hospital, Warren                           1 0.00 1.00
St John Macomb-Oakland Hospital, Madison Heights                           1 0.00 1.00
SPECTRUM HEALTH UNITED HOSPITAL                           1 0.00 0.00
SPECTRUM HEALTH REED CITY CAMPUS                           1 0.00 0.00
SAG                           1 0.00 0.00
Rapid Bio                           1 0.00 1.00
QUEST SEATTLE                           1 1.00 2.00
QUEST NEW ENGLAND                           1 1.00 2.00
QUEST LENEXA                           1 1.00 2.00
QUEST ATLANTA                           1 1.00 3.00
Providence Hospital                           1 0.00 0.00
MSHC                           1 -- --
MidMichigan Medical Center-Gladwin                           1 -- 0.00
MGHS                           1 0.00 0.00
Mercy Hospital Cadillac                           1 0.00 0.00
Memorial Healthcare                           1 1.00 1.00
Mclaren Bay Region                           1 0.00 0.00
Hurley Medical Center                           1 0.00 0.00
Hickman Hospital                           1 0.00 0.00
Genotox Laboratories - Austin TX                           1 1.00 1.00
Genesys                           1 0.00 0.00
Fulgent Diagnostics Laboratory                           1 0.00 7.00
Devansh Lab Werks                           1 0.00 3.00
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Dayton                           1 0.00 1.00
Curative San Dimas                           1 -- 1.00
BEAUMONT LABORATORY, FARMINGTON HILLS                           1 -- 0.00
Beaumont Hospital Royal Oak                           1 0.00 0.00
ARUP LABORATORIES                           1 -- 5.00
Allegan Care Center                           1 0.00 0.00
 
Region 6 - Estimated Turnaround Times for COVID-19 Diagnostic Testing Results Received at MDHHS During Last 14 Calendar Days (through
03/17/2021)




Commercial               27,826                       0.54 1.92
Hospital               29,987                       0.24 0.72
Public Health                       95                       0.26 2.31
SNF                     819                            -  2.62
Total               58,727                       0.36 1.31
 
Region 6 - Estimated Turnaround Times for COVID-19 Diagnostic Testing Results Received at MDHHS During Last 14 Calendar Days (through
03/17/2021)







SPECTRUM HEALTH ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY LAB                15,095 0.34 0.77
NXGEN                   5,236 -- 1.24
ARTIC DX MEDICAL LABORATORIES - Grand Rapids MI                   4,231 0.00 2.87
Saint Marys Mercy Health Care - GR                   2,861 0.13 0.95
SPECTRUM HEALTH REGIONAL LABORATORY                   2,772 0.21 0.25
Curative DC                   2,346 1.11 1.36
GENEMARKERS LABORATORY                   2,335 0.78 1.12
QUEST WOOD DALE                   2,046 1.01 1.63
MetroHealthLab                   1,865 0.21 0.89
HONU-DASCENA LAB                   1,388 1.24 1.66
LynxDX                   1,259 0.00 2.27
Trident Laboratories                   1,154 0.00 1.70
Sparrow Main                   1,135 0.19 0.75
Mercy Health Partners Muskegon                   1,082 0.07 0.50
BioReference Laboratories                   1,059 -- 2.75
Holland Hospital                   1,034 0.00 1.00
Aegis Sciences Nashville TN                   1,019 0.00 2.83
HELIXMDX                      836 -- 0.33
STS Lab 2 LLC                      785 1.34 1.57
Orchard Laboratories                      736 0.49 1.48
Solaris Diagnostics                      706 0.00 2.54
Helix CA                      603 1.18 2.19
LABCORP                      574 -- 2.07
Genet Worx, Glenn Allen Va.                      441 -- 2.51
SPECTRUM HEALTH BLODGETT CAMPUS                      431 0.00 0.00
MidMichigan Medical Center-Clare                      428 -- 1.44
VIKOR SCIENTIFIC                      414 0.00 4.30
NOCH                      275 0.01 1.17
AFC URGENT CARE                      267 0.00 2.24
MidMichigan Health                      266 -- 1.71
SPECTRUM HEALTH ZEELAND COMMUNITY HOSPITAL                      250 0.00 0.00
SPECTRUM HEALTH UNITED HOSPITAL                      246 0.00 0.00
SPECTRUM HEALTH GERBER MEMORIAL                      218 0.00 0.01
SPECTRUM HEALTH BIG RAPIDS LABORATORY                      215 0.02 0.02
e True North                      196 0.02 2.02
SPECTRUM HEALTH LUDINGTON LABORATORY                      177 0.00 0.00
VIBRA HEALTH LABORATORY                      167 0.00 2.48
Mercy Health Partners - Lakeshore Campus                      151 0.45 1.34
U of M                      133 0.17 0.24
McLaren Central Medical Laboratory                      120 0.73 1.30
SPECTRUM HEALTH REED CITY CAMPUS                      108 0.00 0.00
MidMichigan Medical Center-Gratiot                      104 -- 1.26
CMH                      102 0.00 0.02
QUEST WEST HILLS                         93 1.25 2.67
BIOCERNA LLC                         93 0.00 4.62
Viracor                         90 1.01 1.38
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MidMichigan Medical Center-Mt Pleasant                         88 -- 0.99
Heritage Labs, Inc                         78 0.00 2.94
Mercy Health Partners - Hackley Campus                         76 0.18 1.67
MidMichigan Medical Center-Midland                         74 -- 0.43
Luxor Scientific - Greenville Sc                         71 0.00 4.06
LAN                         69 0.30 2.13
SPECTRUM HEALTH KELSEY HOSPITAL                         52 0.00 0.00
Mercy Hospital Cadillac                         52 0.00 0.81
CLINICAL PATHOLOGY LABS INC                         51 0.00 3.24
Henry Ford Hospital Dept. of Pathology                         44 0.19 0.43
Bronson Methodist Hospital                         38 0.14 0.57
McLaren CareNow                         34 0.00 1.38
Northwest Labs                         33 -- 1.24
GREAT LAKES MEDICAL LABORATORY - Farmington Hills MI                         31 0.00 2.45
SPORTS DRUG TESTING LABORATORY                         28 0.11 1.11
CVS                         27 0.00 2.11
Tempus Labs                         26 1.00 2.00
MAYO CLINIC DEPT. OF LAB MED AND PATHOLOGY                         26 -- 0.40
SELECT LABORATORY PARTNERS                         25 0.00 3.04
Dxterity Diagnostics                         25 1.24 25.84
Munson Medical Center                         24 0.00 1.00
Covenant Health Care Houghton                         23 0.04 0.65
VAULT HEALTH LABS - Piscataway, NJ                         22 0.00 3.23
SPECTRUM HEALTH PENNOCK HOSPITAL LABORATORY                         22 0.00 0.05
Olin Health Center Laboratory MSU                         20 0.00 3.20
Michigan Tech                         18 0.00 2.56
Lakeland Medical Center, St Joseph                         18 0.17 0.78
BIOTECH CLINICAL LAB INC                         18 0.00 1.94
Walgreens #06830                         16 0.00 2.19
IRM                         16 0.00 0.00
Mclaren Bay Region                         15 0.00 0.07
AKESOgen                         15 1.20 2.60
Davita                         14 1.00 2.79
Assurance Scientific Laboratories - Vestavia AL                         13 0.00 3.31
Memorial Healthcare                         12 0.08 0.58
Boston Heart Diagnostics Framingham MA                         12 0.00 5.50
Diatherix Eurofins                         11 0.09 4.09
Ascension Michigan Lab Services                         11 0.00 1.27
St Mary.s Saginaw                         10 0.00 0.50
Sonichealth                         10 0.00 0.90
Exact Sciences Laboratory                         10 0.30 1.90
Ascension Borgess Hospital                         10 0.00 0.33
Microgen DX Southwest Reg PCR Lab - Lubbock TX                           9 0.00 3.67
Henry Ford Allegiance Hospital Laboratory                           9 0.00 0.13
Frances Warde Medical Laboratory                           9 1.33 1.33
QUEST TAMPA                           8 1.14 2.14
LGC Labs                           8 0.63 1.38
Clinical Reference Laboratory - Lenexa Ks                           8 0.00 3.63
Ann Arbor Va Medical                           8 0.00 1.25
VHS University Laboratories                           7 0.00 0.14
QUEST TETERBORO                           7 1.14 2.71
Lake Woods Nursing And Rehabilitation Center                           7 0.00 1.00
ETRUENORTH LAB                           7 0.00 32.29
DETROIT HD                           7 -- 8.80
UNIVERSITY OF IOWA HOSPITAL                           6 0.00 0.17
Spectrum Health Bradford Laboratory                           6 0.00 0.00
Readycare                           6 0.00 1.17
MidMichigan Medical Center-Gladwin                           6 -- 0.20
Gladwin Nursing & Rehabilitation Community                           6 0.00 15.00
Saint Mary Mercy Hospital                           5 0.00 0.60
Saint Joseph Mercy Oakland                           5 0.80 1.00
Rutgers Clinical Genomics Laboratory                           5 0.00 3.00
Beaumont Hospital Royal Oak                           5 0.00 0.00
QUEST PITTSBURGH                           4 0.75 1.50
P4 Clinical                           4 0.00 2.25
OSF Saint Francis Hospital                           4 0.50 0.50
MidMichigan Medical Center-Clare, Limited Services Lab                           4 -- 1.75
MGHS                           4 0.00 0.25
Hurley Medical Center                           4 0.00 0.00
Baraga County Memorial Hospital                           4 0.00 3.00
Wisconsin Misc                           3 0.00 0.00
QUEST LENEXA                           3 1.00 2.00
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QUEST DALLAS                           3 1.00 2.33
Munson Healthcare Otsego Memorial Hospital                           3 0.00 0.00
MRM                           3 0.00 0.00
MOLECULAR TESTING LABS                           3 0.00 4.00
Minorthottawacarecen                           3 0.00 0.33
Iowa Misc                           3 0.00 1.33
Impact Health, Inc.                           3 0.00 1.33
Forest Health Medical Center                           3 0.00 3.67
Detroit  Mi Vamc                           3 0.00 2.33
Curative Labs                           3 0.33 1.00
BEAUMONT LABORATORY, ROYAL OAK-  ANATOMIC PATHOLOGY                           3 0.33 0.67
ACCESS DX LABORATORY                           3 0.00 5.00
VRL EUROFINS                           2 0.00 1.00
Transplant Genomics Inc                           2 0.00 1.00
TELOMERE Diagnostics - REDWOOD CITY CA                           2 0.00 6.00
Sturgis Hospital                           2 0.00 0.50
St. Joseph Mercy Chelsea                           2 0.00 0.50
St. John Macomb-Oakland Hospital, Warren                           2 0.00 0.50
SOFTCELL L-FORM LABORATORIES, LLC                           2 0.00 3.00
Rapid Bio                           2 0.00 1.00
QUEST NEW ENGLAND                           2 1.00 1.00
QUEST ATLANTA                           2 0.00 3.00
Portage Health                           2 0.00 0.00
OAKLAWN HOSPITAL                           2 0.00 2.50
Hines  Il Vamc                           2 0.00 1.00
Hickman Hospital                           2 0.00 0.00
Henry Ford West Bloomfield Hospital Laboratory                           2 0.00 0.00
Guardant Health                           2 0.00 1.00
CATALYST DIAGNOSTIC EAST LANSING                           2 -- 3.00
BEAUMONT LABORATORY, TROY                           2 0.00 0.00
Aspirus Wausau Hospital                           2 1.00 1.50
ARUP LABORATORIES                           2 -- 2.50
Aleda E. Lutz Vamc                           2 0.00 1.00
Surgeons Choice Medical Center                           1 0.00 10.00
Steel Fusion RJ LEE Group Laboratory - Monaca PA                           1 0.00 3.00
South Haven Hospital                           1 0.00 1.00
Saint Joseph Mercy Livingston Hospital                           1 0.00 1.00
Saint Joseph Mercy Hospital                           1 0.00 0.00
QUEST SEATTLE                           1 1.00 2.00
QUEST CHANTILLY                           1 2.00 3.00
Providence Park Hospital                           1 0.00 1.00
Providence Hospital                           1 0.00 1.00
ProMedica Coldwater Regional Hospital                           1 0.00 0.00
Port Huron                           1 0.00 0.00
Paul Oliver Memorial Hospital                           1 0.00 1.00
Palo Alto Va Medical                           1 0.00 3.00
OAK                           1 2.00 3.00
Monroe Hospital                           1 0.00 0.00
MidMichigan Medical Center-West Branch                           1 -- 2.00
MCR                           1 0.00 0.00
McLaren Northern Michigan                           1 0.00 1.00
Marlette Regional Hospital ER                           1 0.00 4.00
Kroger                           1 0.00 2.00
Kalkaska Memorial Health Center                           1 0.00 1.00
IHA Urgent Care Canton                           1 0.00 2.00
IHA URGENT CARE - BRIGHTON                           1 -- 0.00
Holland Home - Raybrook Manor                           1 0.00 7.00
HILLSDALE                           1 0.00 0.00
Henry Ford Wyandotte Hospital Laboratory                           1 -- --
Henry Ford Macomb Hospital                           1 0.00 0.00
Genesys                           1 0.00 1.00
Garcia Laboratory                           1 1.00 1.00
Curative San Dimas                           1 0.00 1.00
Columbus Vamc                           1 0.00 3.00
Chippewa County War Memorial Hospital                           1 0.00 0.00
Capstone Diagnostic                           1 0.00 3.00
Bronson Battle Creek Hospital                           1 0.00 0.00
BELL HOSPITAL                           1 0.00 1.00
BEAUMONT LABORATORY, FARMINGTON HILLS                           1 0.00 0.00
Aspirus Riverview Hospital                           1 0.00 1.00
Aspirus Keweenaw Lab                           1 1.00 2.00
Aspirus Ironwood Hospital                           1 0.00 2.00
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Aspirus Iron River Hospital                           1 0.00 1.00
ACL                           1 1.00 2.00
 
Region 7 - Estimated Turnaround Times for COVID-19 Diagnostic Testing Results Received at MDHHS During Last 14 Calendar Days (through
03/17/2021)




Commercial                 6,660                       0.46 2.30
Hospital                 6,788                       0.47 1.46
Public Health                       61                       0.03 0.46
SNF                 1,353                            -  2.44
Total               14,862                       0.41 1.91
 
Region 7 - Estimated Turnaround Times for COVID-19 Diagnostic Testing Results Received at MDHHS During Last 14 Calendar Days (through
03/17/2021)







SPECTRUM HEALTH ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY LAB                   1,685 1.45 1.54
Solaris Diagnostics                   1,326 0.00 2.44
Munson Medical Center                   1,257 0.00 1.06
NXGEN                   1,100 -- 2.05
HONU-DASCENA LAB                      940 1.15 1.53
Aegis Sciences Nashville TN                      916 0.00 2.72
BioReference Laboratories                      795 -- 3.13
VIBRA HEALTH LABORATORY                      672 0.00 2.90
MidMichigan Health                      604 -- 1.22
LynxDX                      564 0.00 2.30
McLaren Northern Michigan                      476 0.05 1.61
Munson Healthcare Otsego Memorial Hospital                      468 0.01 1.13
Trident Laboratories                      457 0.00 3.10
VIKOR SCIENTIFIC                      403 0.00 3.35
Curative DC                      329 1.36 1.91
LABCORP                      250 -- 1.86
QUEST WOOD DALE                      247 1.02 1.78
Mercy Hospital Grayling                      243 0.00 1.15
Mercy Hospital Cadillac                      229 0.00 0.86
McLaren Central Medical Laboratory                      215 1.36 1.57
McLaren CareNow                      165 0.00 1.20
MAYO CLINIC DEPT. OF LAB MED AND PATHOLOGY                      129 -- 2.73
HELIXMDX                      127 -- 0.78
Kalkaska Memorial Health Center                      125 0.00 2.14
Paul Oliver Memorial Hospital                         87 0.00 0.95
U of M                         81 0.08 0.16
SPECTRUM HEALTH REGIONAL LABORATORY                         74 0.51 0.55
MidMichigan Medical Center-Gladwin                         61 -- 1.90
GAL                         48 0.00 0.00
MidMichigan Medical Center-Clare, Limited Services Lab                         38 -- 1.61
BIOTECH CLINICAL LAB INC                         38 0.00 1.47
Diatherix Eurofins                         32 1.46 3.64
MidMichigan Medical Center-West Branch                         29 -- 0.58
Tempus Labs                         24 1.00 2.00
Sparrow Main                         23 0.30 0.65
Helix CA                         23 1.13 2.30
e True North                         22 0.45 2.45
ARTIC DX MEDICAL LABORATORIES - Grand Rapids MI                         22 0.00 3.91
RHB Laboratories, Inc.                         21 0.00 2.38
MidMichigan Medical Center-Clare                         20 -- 1.60
Orchard Laboratories                         19 0.26 1.63
MSHC                         19 0.00 0.00
Henry Ford Hospital Dept. of Pathology                         18 0.00 0.33
MidMichigan Medical Center-Midland                         17 -- 0.76
VAULT HEALTH LABS - Piscataway, NJ                         16 0.00 3.31
Northwest Labs                         16 -- 0.75
St Mary.s Saginaw                         15 0.00 0.93
Covenant Health Care Houghton                         15 0.00 0.53
Ascension Michigan Lab Services                         15 0.00 1.80
Saint Marys Mercy Health Care - GR                         14 0.00 0.07
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GENEMARKERS LABORATORY                         14 0.50 0.86
ACCESS DX LABORATORY                         13 0.00 5.00
Mclaren Bay Region                         12 0.00 0.00
CVS                         12 0.00 1.42
QUEST WEST HILLS                         11 1.55 2.82
QUEST TAMPA                         10 0.70 1.70
Mclaren Northern Mitchell Park Family Medicine                         10 0.00 3.00
Genet Worx, Glenn Allen Va.                         10 -- 1.60
Michigan Tech                           9 0.00 3.33
AFC URGENT CARE                           9 0.00 2.56
Ann Arbor Va Medical                           8 0.00 1.75
Memorial Healthcare                           7 0.57 1.14
Aleda E. Lutz Vamc                           7 0.00 2.57
Wisconsin Misc                           6 0.33 7.67
Walgreens #06830                           6 0.00 2.67
STS Lab 2 LLC                           6 1.33 1.50
Frances Warde Medical Laboratory                           6 1.00 0.83
Clinical Reference Laboratory - Lenexa Ks                           6 0.00 5.00
Saint Joseph Mercy Hospital                           5 0.50 0.75
QUEST DALLAS                           5 1.20 2.40
MOLECULAR TESTING LABS                           5 0.00 3.40
LAN                           5 0.40 2.80
GREAT LAKES MEDICAL LABORATORY - Farmington Hills MI                           5 0.00 2.20
Forest Health Medical Center                           5 0.00 6.40
Beaumont Hospital Royal Oak                           5 0.00 0.20
VHS University Laboratories                           4 0.00 0.00
St. Joseph Mercy Chelsea                           4 0.00 0.50
SPECTRUM HEALTH BIG RAPIDS LABORATORY                           4 0.00 0.00
Sonichealth                           4 0.00 0.00
Olin Health Center Laboratory MSU                           4 0.00 1.75
Henry Ford Allegiance Hospital Laboratory                           4 0.00 0.00
Genesys                           4 0.25 0.50
Davita                           4 1.00 2.50
SPECTRUM HEALTH REED CITY CAMPUS                           3 0.00 0.00
SPECTRUM HEALTH LUDINGTON LABORATORY                           3 0.00 0.00
SPECTRUM HEALTH BLODGETT CAMPUS                           3 0.00 0.00
Saint Joseph Mercy Livingston Hospital                           3 0.00 0.00
Rutgers Clinical Genomics Laboratory                           3 0.00 3.00
Providence Park Hospital                           3 0.00 1.00
MetroHealthLab                           3 0.33 0.67
LGC Labs                           3 0.00 1.00
Hurley Medical Center                           3 0.00 0.00
Henry Ford West Bloomfield Hospital Laboratory                           3 0.00 0.00
Henry Ford Macomb Hospital                           3 0.00 0.00
Detroit  Mi Vamc                           3 0.00 1.67
Bronson Methodist Hospital                           3 0.00 0.00
Boston Heart Diagnostics Framingham MA                           3 0.00 4.00
Assurance Scientific Laboratories - Vestavia AL                           3 0.00 2.00
Sturgis Hospital                           2 0.00 0.50
QUEST TETERBORO                           2 0.50 2.00
QUEST LENEXA                           2 1.00 2.00
Microgen DX Southwest Reg PCR Lab - Lubbock TX                           2 0.00 3.50
Mercy Health Partners - Lakeshore Campus                           2 0.50 1.50
Gladwin Nursing & Rehabilitation Community                           2 0.00 10.00
Exact Sciences Laboratory                           2 0.50 1.50
CMH                           2 0.00 0.00
Chippewa County War Memorial Hospital                           2 0.00 0.50
Capstone Diagnostic                           2 0.00 2.00
Beaumont Hospital Trenton                           2 0.00 1.00
Beaumont Hospital Dearborn                           2 0.00 0.00
Ascension Borgess Hospital                           2 0.00 1.00
WDL                           1 -- 0.00
VRL EUROFINS - DALLAS                           1 0.00 1.00
Viracor                           1 1.00 2.00
UNIVERSITY OF IOWA HOSPITAL                           1 0.00 0.00
St. John Macomb-Oakland Hospital, Warren                           1 0.00 1.00
Saint Joseph Mercy Oakland                           1 0.00 0.00
QUEST ATLANTA                           1 1.00 2.00
Providence Hospital                           1 0.00 0.00
Portage Health                           1 0.00 0.00
OAKLAWN HOSPITAL                           1 0.00 2.00
NOCH                           1 0.00 1.00
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MRM                           1 0.00 0.00
Monroe Hospital                           1 0.00 0.00
MidMichigan Medical Center-Gratiot                           1 -- 0.00
Mercy Health Partners Muskegon                           1 0.00 1.00
MCR                           1 0.00 0.00
LRH                           1 0.00 0.00
Lakeland Medical Center, St Joseph                           1 0.00 0.00
LABORATORY SPECIALISTS OF MICHIGAN                           1 0.00 2.00
IRM                           1 0.00 0.00
Holland Hospital                           1 0.00 1.00
Genus 3  - Spring Tx                           1 0.00 3.00
Garcia Laboratory                           1 1.00 1.00
Eup                           1 0.00 1.00
ETRUENORTH LAB                           1 0.00 3.00
Dxterity Diagnostics                           1 2.00 18.00
Curative San Dimas                           1 2.00 2.00
Connect DX LABS - Mishiwaka, IN                           1 0.00 4.00
BIOCERNA LLC                           1 0.00 7.00
BEAUMONT LABORATORY, ROYAL OAK-  ANATOMIC PATHOLOGY                           1 0.00 0.00
BEAUMONT LABORATORY, FARMINGTON HILLS                           1 -- --
Baraga County Memorial Hospital                           1 0.00 2.00
AKESOgen                           1 1.00 2.00
 
Region 8 - Estimated Turnaround Times for COVID-19 Diagnostic Testing Results Received at MDHHS During Last 14 Calendar Days (through
03/17/2021)




Commercial                 9,286                       0.68 2.32
Hospital                 4,865                       0.26 0.87
Public Health                     211                       0.41 2.44
SNF                       77                       0.06 1.27
Total               14,439                       0.53 1.83
 
Region 8 - Estimated Turnaround Times for COVID-19 Diagnostic Testing Results Received at MDHHS During Last 14 Calendar Days (through
03/17/2021)







Curative DC                   1,878 1.61 1.75
HONU-DASCENA LAB                   1,713 1.27 1.61
MGHS                   1,335 0.31 0.51
Trident Laboratories                   1,311 0.00 2.74
MOLECULAR TESTING LABS                      698 0.00 3.62
Aegis Sciences Nashville TN                      686 0.00 2.67
OSF Saint Francis Hospital                      667 0.59 0.75
Tempus Labs                      644 1.00 2.00
Michigan Tech                      587 0.00 3.18
VIBRA HEALTH LABORATORY                      481 0.00 2.42
OLIVE BIOSCIENCES INC - OAKLAND                      382 0.00 2.40
BELLIN HOSPITAL                      362 0.09 0.96
BELL HOSPITAL                      229 0.00 0.86
Aspirus Ironwood Hospital                      213 0.00 0.86
LAN                      209 0.42 2.45
Chippewa County War Memorial Hospital                      206 0.00 0.03
DICKINSON COUNTY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL                      172 0.05 0.56
Exact Sciences Laboratory                      160 0.53 1.19
Orchard Laboratories                      154 1.04 1.33
Capstone Diagnostic                      154 0.00 2.66
Aspirus Wausau Hospital                      152 1.21 1.23
BIOTECH CLINICAL LAB INC                      145 0.00 2.02
Fulgent Diagnostics Temple City CA                      143 0.00 6.72
Aspirus Keweenaw Lab                      135 0.08 0.72
Aspirus Iron River Hospital                      133 0.01 0.75
ACL                      130 1.02 1.18
Portage Health                      115 0.02 0.97
NXGEN                      112 -- 1.94
QUEST WOOD DALE                      110 1.13 2.02
Wisconsin Misc                      105 0.01 0.05
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MAYO CLINIC DEPT. OF LAB MED AND PATHOLOGY                         71 -- 0.45
LynxDX                         66 0.00 2.08
MSHC                         64 0.45 0.44
Eup                         56 0.09 1.09
Baraga County Memorial Hospital                         56 0.00 2.82
LABCORP                         45 -- 1.82
Aspirus Ontonagon Lab                         44 0.02 0.85
U of M                         41 0.08 0.25
Helix CA                         36 1.03 2.28
McLaren Northern Michigan                         32 0.03 1.50
BioReference Laboratories                         26 -- 1.77
Viracor                         25 0.00 1.52
MARSHFIELD LABORATORIES                         20 -- 0.65
SPECTRUM HEALTH REGIONAL LABORATORY                         19 0.13 0.13
St. Vincent Hospital                         17 0.00 0.06
SPECTRUM HEALTH ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY LAB                         17 0.76 1.06
HELIXMDX                         16 -- 0.75
Microgen DX Southwest Reg PCR Lab - Lubbock TX                         15 0.00 3.13
VAULT HEALTH LABS - Piscataway, NJ                         14 0.00 3.36
HNJH                         14 0.00 0.43
CHILDRENS HEALTH SYS                         12 0.00 0.09
VIKOR SCIENTIFIC                         11 0.00 3.73
Munson Medical Center                         10 0.00 0.90
Rutgers Clinical Genomics Laboratory                           9 0.00 2.89
GENEMARKERS LABORATORY                           9 0.00 0.56
UW Hospital and Clinics                           8 0.00 0.00
Solaris Diagnostics                           8 0.00 2.38
GREAT LAKES MEDICAL LABORATORY - Farmington Hills MI                           8 0.00 2.25
Sparrow Main                           7 0.50 1.00
Northwest Labs                           7 -- 0.86
Milwaukee Vamc                           7 0.00 1.14
McLaren Central Medical Laboratory                           7 1.43 1.43
CVS                           7 0.00 2.71
Henry Ford Hospital Dept. of Pathology                           6 0.00 0.00
LGC Labs                           5 0.40 1.00
Garcia Laboratory                           5 0.80 2.20
Tomah Vamc                           4 0.00 1.50
THEDACARE REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER-NEENAH                           4 0.00 0.00
QUEST WEST HILLS                           4 1.25 3.00
Munson Healthcare Otsego Memorial Hospital                           4 0.00 1.50
Beaumont Hospital Royal Oak                           4 0.00 0.00
Saint Marys Mercy Health Care - GR                           3 0.00 0.00
MidMichigan Health                           3 -- 0.33
Fulgent Diagnostics Laboratory                           3 0.00 5.33
Clinical Reference Laboratory - Lenexa Ks                           3 0.00 4.33
Bronson Methodist Hospital                           3 0.00 0.00
VHS University Laboratories                           2 0.00 0.50
STS Lab 2 LLC                           2 1.50 1.50
STMH                           2 0.00 0.00
Saint Joseph Mercy Oakland                           2 0.00 0.00
QUEST TETERBORO                           2 1.00 2.50
QUEST DALLAS                           2 1.00 3.00
MCR                           2 0.00 0.00
Iowa Misc                           2 0.00 0.50
Holland Hospital                           2 0.00 0.50
Henry Ford Wyandotte Hospital Laboratory                           2 0.00 0.00
Garden City Hospital                           2 -- 0.00
e True North                           2 0.50 2.50
Covenant Health Care Houghton                           2 0.00 0.50
ARTIC DX MEDICAL LABORATORIES - Grand Rapids MI                           2 0.00 3.50
AKESOgen                           2 1.00 2.00
Wisconsin State Laboratory of Hygiene                           1 -- 1.00
William S. Middleton                           1 0.00 1.00
WDL                           1 -- 0.00
Walgreens #06830                           1 0.00 4.00
Tennessee Valley Hcs                           1 0.00 3.00
Sturgis Hospital                           1 0.00 1.00
St Mary.s Saginaw                           1 0.00 1.00
Saint Joseph Mercy Livingston Hospital                           1 0.00 1.00
RHB Laboratories, Inc.                           1 0.00 2.00
QUEST TAMPA                           1 1.00 2.00
QUEST CHANTILLY                           1 1.00 2.00
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QUEST ATLANTA                           1 1.00 2.00
Providence Park Hospital                           1 0.00 1.00
Paul Oliver Memorial Hospital                           1 0.00 1.00
Olin Health Center Laboratory MSU                           1 0.00 1.00
NOCH                           1 0.00 1.00
MRM                           1 0.00 0.00
Monroe Hospital                           1 0.00 0.00
Memorial Healthcare                           1 1.00 2.00
McLaren CareNow                           1 0.00 1.00
LRH                           1 0.00 0.00
Hurley Medical Center                           1 0.00 0.00
Henry Ford Allegiance Hospital Laboratory                           1 0.00 0.00
Genet Worx, Glenn Allen Va.                           1 -- 2.00
Frances Warde Medical Laboratory                           1 1.00 1.00
Connect DX LABS - Mishiwaka, IN                           1 0.00 6.00
CATALYST DIAGNOSTIC EAST LANSING                           1 -- 1.00
BEAUMONT LABORATORY, GROSSE POINTE                           1 0.00 0.00
Beaumont Hospital Dearborn                           1 -- --
Aspirus Langlade Hospital                           1 0.00 1.00
Ascension Michigan Lab Services                           1 0.00 2.00
Ann Arbor Va Medical                           1 0.00 1.00
AFC URGENT CARE                           1 0.00 1.00
Cumulative Testing Turnaround Time Data
